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2 5 m 1991 
"The next great era of awakening of human intellect may well produce a 
method of understanding the qua l i ta t ive content of equations. Today we can-
not. Today we cannot see that the water flow equations contain such things as 
the barbar pole structure of turbulence that one sees between rotating cylinders. 
Today we cannot see whether Schrddinger's equation contains frogs, musical 
composers, or morality—or whether it does not. We cannot say whether some-
thing beyond it like God is needed or not. And so we can all hold strong opinions 
either way." 
Richard P. Feynman, 
in The Feynman Lectures in Physics Volume II, 
Chapter 4 1 , Addison-Wesley (1964) 
ABSTRACT 
The theory of classical chaos is reviewed. From the definition of integrable 
systems using the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, the theory of perturbed systems 
is developed and the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem is explained. 
I t is shown how chaotic motion in Hamiltonian systems is governed by the in-
tricate connections of stable and unstable invariant manifolds, and how it can 
be catagorised by algorithmic complexity and symbolic dynamics, giving chaotic 
measures such as Lyapunov exponents and Kolmogorov entropy. Also reviewed 
is Gutzwiller's semiclassical trace formula for strongly chaotic systems, torus 
quantisation for integrable systems, the asymptotic level density for stationary 
billiards, and random matrix theories for describing spectral fluctuation proper-
ties. 
The classical theory is apphed to rotating biUiards, particularly the free 
motion of a particle in a circular billiard rotating uniformly in its own plane about 
a point on its edge. Numerically, it is shown that the system's classical behaviour 
ranges from fully chaotic at intermediate energies, to completely integrable at 
very low and very high energies. It is shown that the strong chaos is due to 
discontinuities in the Poincare map, caused by trajectories which just glance the 
boundary—an effect of the curvature of trajectories. Weaker chaos exists due to 
the usual folding and stretching of the Hamiltonian flow. Approximate invariant 
curves for integrable motion are found, valid far from the presence of glancing 
trajectories. The major structures of phase space are investigated: a fixed point 
and its bifurcation into a two-cycle, and their stabilities. Lyapunov exponents 
for trajectories are calculated and the chaotic volume for a wide range of energies 
is measured. 
Quantum mechanically, the energy spectrum of the system is found numer-
ically. It is shown that at the energies where the classical system is completely 
integrable the levels do not repel, and at those energies where it is completely 
chaotic there is strong level repulsion. The nearest neighbour level spacing dis-
tributions for various ranges of energy and values of Planck's constant are found. 
In the semiclassical limit, it is shown that, for energies where the classical sys-
tem is completely chaotic, the level spacing statistics are Wigner, and where 
it is completely integrable, the level spacing statistics are Poisson. A model is 
described for the spacing distributions where the levels can be either Wigner or 
Poisson, which is useful for showing the transition from one to the other, and ad-
equately describes the statistics. Theoretically, the asymptotic level density for 
rotating billiards is calculated, and this is compared with the numerical results 
with good agreement, after modification of the method to include all levels. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the great challenges of modern physics is to unite the two fundamen-
tally diff'erent theories of classical mechanics and quantum mechanics in all their 
manifestations via the correspondence principle. It is interesting that such a wide 
body of physics is based on, and can be approximated by, classical mechanics 
when the underlying laws are not classical but quantum mechanical. What is 
even more remarkable is that quantum mechanics is conceptually, philosophically 
and mathematically unlike classical mechanics. It is because classical mechanics 
is such a good theory that we expect a correspondence principle: quantum me-
chanics must agree with classical mechanics when Planck's constant h = 27r^ is 
negligible compared to other physical parameters of the system. 
At first sight, it may seem quite clear that, by adjusting the system's pa-
rameters and dimensions, we can reduce h to negligible size and hence reproduce 
the classical behaviour. However, there now appear to be circumstances when 
this cannot be done. Suppose the classical system has infinitely fine structure 
in the Hamiltonian flow in phase space. This can never be modelled completely 
. by quantum mechanics, because volume elements smaller that the size of h^ 
(for an N freedoms system) are not meaningful. (The difference is due to that 
between the classical description in terms of ordinary differential equations, and 
the quantum description in terms of partial differential equations—the latter's 
smoothness never quite able to match the singularities of the former.) This may 
not matter if such small scale structure is not amplified, because the quantum 
differences would never become macroscopic. However, for classically chaotic 
systems such effects would be amplified, because classical chaos involves the 
folding of the Hamiltonian flow to and from small scale structures to large scale 
structures in an infinite hierarchy. In such cases there would always be aspects 
of classical phenomena which cannot be reproduced by a quantum system. 
One such example is the infinite time behaviour of trajectories, which is 
important in determining whether a trajectory is chaotic. An infinite time is 
needed because over finite times a trajectory may appear chaotic, but the ap-
parent sensitivity on initial conditions may be transient , and the orbit seen to 
be regular over a longer interval. Quantum mechanically, a chaotic trajectory 
will eventually encounter regions where an error within a volume of phase space 
less than the size of h^ would drastically affect its path. Then the description 
of the motion in terms of clcissical trajectories becomes meaningless, and this 
lack of classical meaning would be transported to all scales. This introduces 
a finite time scale at which quantum mechanics suppresses classical chaos, the 
best known example of this being the quantum kicked rotator [5] where the time 
scale is the break time beyond which diffusion due to classically chaotic motion 
is no longer mimicked by quantum mechanics. 
Thus we envisage a regime where h is sufficiently small that a classical de-
scription would seem naively reasonable, but quantum effects are significant at 
a macroscopic scale, due to the fact that quantum mechanics does not display 
chaos, but merely models the classically chaotic motion up to a certain finite 
scale, determined by the size of h. 
We then have the problem of interpreting phenomena which can be described 
by classical mechanics for much of the time, but are essentially quantum me-
chanical for the rest of the time. Does this mean that we should give up the 
description in terms of trajectories, or do we have the situation where trajecto-
ries interfere quantum mechanically and become mixed, such that we may still 
regard the motion as classical over short intervals, but over long intervals these 
classical segments must be spliced together, in regions where the notion of trajec-
tories does not make sense, and purely quantum mechanical rules must be used? 
Is any of the motion classical, because until the wavefunction has collapsed none 
of the classical segments is chosen to be the true path? 
These are some of the aims and aspirations of researchers in the study of 
quantum chaos, but we only touch some of these objectives in this thesis, as we 
seek to study specific systems, and address the problem in greater detail. 
There are two requirements for chaos. Firstly, the system must be bound, so 
that phase space is finite, and orbits return. And then there must be stretching 
and folding of the Hamiltonian flow. Billiards in general satisfy both of these 
requirements, as well as offering the benefits of mathematical simplicity, making 
them relatively easy to study numerically in detail, and to quantise. They are 
also generic: 
"Any dynamical system with two degrees of freedom is isomorphic with the 
motion of a particle on a smooth surface rotating uniformly about a fixed axis 
and carrying a conservative field offeree with it." [6] 
Because of the complexity of classical chaos, and the difficulty of quantising 
complex systems, we need as simple a model as possible without losing any of 
the interesting chaotic behaviour. 
Historically, the study of chaos began with Poincare's study of the three body 
problem in celestial mechanics [7] . He showed that this problem is not solvable; 
the perturbation expansion does not converge near commensurable tori, due to 
the problem of small denominators, and Poincare proved that an intricate web of 
invariant manifolds with structure on all scales made the analysis incomputable. 
It was more than half a century later that Arnol'd and Moser in 1962 [8,9]dis-
covered the celebrated K A M theorem, based on suggestions by Kolmogorov in 
1954. The theorem proved that, under small perturbations of an integrable 
system, 'most' tori are preserved. 
In the meantime, ergodic properties of chaotic systems were rigorously proved 
by Sinai [10] , Arnol'd and Avez [11] , and Pesin [12] , based on Shannon's in-
formation theory [13] as apphed by Kolmogorov [14] to dynamical systems. 
The theory represents trajectories as infinite sequences of symbols, with chaotic 
sequences being indistinguishable from random sequences (so-called Bernouilli 
sequences). This led to the invention of various measures of chaos: Lyapunov 
exponents, Kolmogorov entropy, and chaotic volume (fraction of phase space 
which is chaotic). Many examples were proved to be chaotic: Sinai's biUiard [15 
, the stadium of Bunimovich [16] , and more recently, a whole class of billiards 
with convex pieces of boundary [17 . 
Periodic orbits were seen by Birkhoff [6] to be of utmost importance. Al-
though of zero measure, their influence extends across most of the phase space. 
In chaotic systems, there is a large proliferation of periodic orbits, growing expo-
nentially with the orbits' length. Bifurcations of periodic orbits are useful ways 
of determining structural stability of systems, and period doubling cascades in 
one-dimensional systems are helpful in understanding the route to chaos. 
In quantum mechanics, periodic orbits of classical strongly chaotic systems 
have been shown to be related to the eigenvalues of the quantum system by a 
semiclassical trace formula or sum rule. This has been greatly studied by mathe-
maticians for geodesies on Riemannian surfaces of negative curvature (see review 
by Balazs and Voros [18] ) giving the Selberg trace formula. For physical sys-
tems, Gutzwiller has discovered an equivalent trace formula from the viewpoint 
of the Feynman path integral formalism [19,20 . 
Percival [21] has emphasised that eigenstates of chaotic systems should be-
have 'irregularly', whilst those of integrable systems should be somehow regular. 
This has resulted in many studies of level statistics and morphology of wave-
functions. McDonald and Kaufman [22] have claimed that eigenfunctions for 
the stadium of Bunimovich have peaks and troughs randomly distributed, but 
more recently, with greater computing power. Heller [23] has shown that this 
is a simplification, and quantum scars of high probability density, due to unsta-
ble isolated periodic orbits, have been detected. Of the work on level statistics. 
Berry, Bohigas and Giannoni amongst others [24,25] have related this study 
to level statistics of atomic nuclei—complex systems of many freedoms—and 
random matrix theories [26] showing that generic integrable systems have Pois-
son statistics for level spacing, with level clustering, whilst chaotic systems have 
Wigner statistics, with level repulsion. A curious result of this is that levels of 
integrable systems are, in a sense, more random than those of chaotic systems, 
because the integrable levels are less evenly spaced. However, this is decep-
tive because integrable systems always have good quantum numbers to label 
eigenfunctions, chaotic systems do not, and this is likely to mean that physical 
properties are less predictable. 
Various systems displaying these properties have been studied numerically: 
heart-shaped billiards [27] , elliptic billiards in magnetic fields [28] , Aharonov-
Bohm Africa billiards [29] , neutrino bilhards [30] and particles in polynomial 
nonlinear potentials. Some of the interesting variations above show quadratic 
level repulsion due to the time-irreversibility of the system. All the above systems 
have been chosen to be strongly chaotic. 
Seligman et al [31] have calculated level statistics for the generic case of 
a system which is classically mixed {i.e. part of phase space is regular, part is 
chaotic). For this system they show that level statistics show a transition from 
Poisson to Wigner distributions. Matsushita and Terasaka [32] , and Scott [33 
have also calculated level statistics for mixed systems. 
The contents of this thesis are split into four parts. In chapter 2, I will 
review the underlying theory of classical chaos and semiclassical mechanics of 
nonintegrable systems. In chapter 3, I will discuss the classical motion of rotat-
ing billiards. These are systems which, although the boundary of the billiard 
may be perfectly smooth, display chaos due purely to the rotation of the billiard, 
giving curved paths in the frame rotating with the billiard. They are thus very 
interesting to study. Firstly, they are more generic than stationary billiards (re-
call Birkhoff's statement at the beginning of this chapter), but have all the useful 
attributes of stationary billiards (mathematical simplicity, ease of quantisation, 
simplified models in nuclear physics), as weU as the possibihty of new effects: 
time-reversal breaking, transition from integrability to chaos as speed of rota-
tion is increased. To be discussed are the periodic orbits, their bifurcations and 
stability, the invariant tori—approximate adiabatic skipping curves, Lyapunov 
exponents and chaotic volume, and other structures in phase space. 
In chapter 4, I will discuss the quantum mechanics of rotating billiards. By 
expressing the wavefunction in terms of the exact basis of unperturbed eigenfunc-
tions, the sequence of lowest energy levels will be found using the Rayleigh-Ritz 
variational method, from which one can determine upper bounds on the levels. 
Matrices shall be diagonalised for various values of / i , and the level repulsion 
and level clustering compared with predictions from the classical mechanics and 
the chaotic volume. Level spacing statistics shall be calculated in more detail, 
and modelled using a distribution between Wigner and Poisson. The asymptotic 
level density shall be calculated theoretically and compared with the numerically 
determined spectral staircase. 
In chapter 5, I will discuss the results of chapters 3 and 4, and mention 
further work that could be done on this sytem, such as quantising h instead of 
6 
the energy (this just alters the curve in Efi,-space along which eigenvalues are 
found—keeping the energy constant is a much better method), and studying 
wavefunctions, as well as indicating the possible avenues to explore in a more 
general context. I will also relate this work to further work by others and mention 
their results and aspirations. A short conclusion shall summarise what I have 
learnt by studying this system. 
2. Some Aspects of Classical and 
Semiclassical Mechanics of Bound Systems 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I shall introduce and develop the classical theory of chaotic 
motion, based on several reviews and articles, and the semiclassical theory of 
non-integrable systems. The concepts covered will be used in subsequent chap-
ters, and form the basis of the thesis. In the first half, I shall concentrate on the 
classical mechanics, introducing integrable systems through the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equations, then showing how perturbations of these systems give rise to the prob-
lem of small denominators, causing divergent series. I shall show how this deep 
problem was partially explained by the K A M theorem and its developments, 
how this leads to the realisation that unstable periodic orbits are important in 
regions where K A M does not apply, and how this gives some theoretical justifi-
cation for the large computational evidence in favour of chaotic motion. I will 
also introduce Lyapunov exponents, chaotic volume and Kolmogorov entropy. I 
will end discussing some properties of stationary billiards. 
In the second half, which is concerned with the relationship between quantum 
mechanics and classical chaos, I shall review semiclassical mechanics and derive 
the Gutzwiller trace formula, which relates energy eigenvalues to periodic orbits. 
I will use torus quantisation to find an equivalent formula for integrable systems. 
The asymptotic mean level density, which gives the smooth behaviour of the 
spectral staircase, is introduced and derived for stationary billiards. Statistical 
properties of the spectrum, such as the level spacing distribution and spectral 
rigidity, are reviewed in the last section. 
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2.2 Integrable Systems 
I shall review here the meaning and definition of an integrable system using 
Goldstein [34] and Landau and Lifshitz [35] as main references. 
Suppose we have a conservative system of A'^  freedoms, with the action inte-
gral 
t" 
R{q'q"t't")= f Ldt. (2.1) 
where L is the Lagrangian L{q\,..., QN^PI, • • • ,PN,i) and the integral is along 
a path between the two positions q{t') and q{t") ( I shall in future drop the bold 
vector notation, and write just q{t') or q' etc.). Now we consider a variational 
principle,making stationary the functional R with respect to varying the paths 
between q{t') and q{t"). So R is now a function called Hamiltonian principal 
function. We wish to consider how R varies as we vary an end point of the path. 
Suppose q{t') is kept fixed, and q{t") is varied by a small amount 6q{t"). Then 
8q 
V 
/ - v Jv V 
- 6qdt+[L-
V dq dt dq J 
dL 
8t. (2.2) 
The second term is zero due to Lagrange's equations. In the first term we put 
8q{t') - 0 and we replace dLjdq by p. Hence the partial derivatives of R are: 
dRjdt" = L - p".q' 
dR/dq" = p" 
H{dR/dq",q"\ (2.3) 
(2.4) 
where H{p,q) is the Hamiltonian. The first equation is the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation using the time-dependent action integral. To remove the time depen-
dence we integrate (2.3) giving 
5 = const = R+ H{t" - f ') = j p.dq. (2.5) 
This is the time-independent action integral. The Hamilton-Jacobi equations 
are: 
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HidS/dq,q) = E, 
p = dS/dq, 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
where we now drop the double prime for convenience. The definition of an 
integrable system is one for which a solution 5 of (2.6) exists, depending only on 
its position co-ordinates, and parametrised by A'^  independent constants of the 
motion, li. That is, 
S = S{qi,...,qr^;h,...,lN)- (2.8) 
The constants li are not unique; S is invariant under any canonical tranformation 
of them. One particular choice is for them to be the new momenta of the system. 
For such a choice, 5 becomes the generating function of the transformation: 
p = dS/dq, 
e = dSjdl = + const. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
The new co-ordinates are ( / , ^ ) . The angular velocity 0 = dH/dl = const. = to, 
because H is quadratic in / and / = dH{I)/d6 = 0. The {1,0) co-ordinates are 
called action-angle variables, for reasons to be given later. 
The momenta li satify certain Poisson bracket relations: 
[H, h] = 0 
which shows that they are conserved, and 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
which means that they are in involution with each other. H = H{I) is the 
(A^ + 1)''^ constant of motion, but is dependent on the In practice, N — 1 
constants of motion and the energy define the motion on an jV-dimensional 
manifold in phase space. The ergodic hypothesis, that one trajectory can explore 
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the whole {2N — l)-dimensional energy surface (so that time averages are equal 
to space averages) is thus incorrect for integrable systems (except for the trivial 
case A'^  = 1). I f the motion is bounded, there exists a theorem in topology [36 
which states that the TV-manifold must be an A^-torus (relying on how to 'comb 
a hairy manifold' with no bunching). The momentum li is then the 'angular 
momentum' around the z*'' circuit Ci of the torus (figure (2.2.1)), where Ci is 
defined along a parallelised direction of the torus. 
Figure 2.2.1. An invariant torus of an integrable system. 
The circuits Ci cannot be reduced, and this means that the action S{q,I) 
around Ci is multivalued, changing by an amount 
AS— / p.dq — area of projection of C, onto the (p,;, 9i)plane. (2.13) 
The momentum is thus 
For each time around the circuit Ci, 6 changes by 
(2.14) 
Adi = Adi^S{q,I) = 27r. (2.15) 
Hence we have justified the name angle. 
Section 2.2 Integrable Systems 
(b). 
n 
Figure 2.2.2. The elliptic billiard 
(a), invariant torus for trajectory 
near centres, (b). invariant torus 
for trajectory near sliding motion. P 
(c). Poincare section. 
By changing the actions / j , with the constraint H{I) = E, the invariant torus 
can be continuously varied through the energy surface. Sometimes the topology 
of the torus may change, through a 'reconnection'. For instance, the hole in the 
torus may momentarily disappear, then reappear elsewhere. An example where 
this occurs is the elliptical billiard [37] . The two kinds of tori are shown in figure 
(2.2.2), where s is the arc length along the boundary, and p is the component of 
velocity tangential to the boundary. The reconnection we spoke of always occurs 
through an unstable fixed point. 
We have now seen how the 2A^-dimensional phase space is foliated with N-
dimensional tori, but we would like to know how individual trajectories appear 
on the tori. It is easy to see that if the frequencies u>i,... are mutually 
commensurable i.e. ( w i , . . . ,u>]\[) = ( n i , . . . ,n;v)^^0 (where Ui are integers) then 
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after Ui windings around each di co-ordinate the trajectory will close, and this 
does not depend on the starting point on the torus. Hence such rational tori are 
completely filled by periodic orbits. For mutually incommensurable frequencies 
the orbit does not close, but densely fills the torus, and is ergodic on it . It is 
intuitive to suppose that a continuous and parabolic set of periodic orbits would 
be structurally unstable, because it is highly non-generic. This is indeed the 
case, and the system is no longer in general integrable, as we shall now see. 
2.3 The KAM Theorem 
Consider an integrable system, with action-angle variables 1,6 and Hamil-
tonian .^o(^)- Now we add an nonlinear perturbation eV{I,9), so the new 
Hamiltonian is 
H{I,e) = Ho{I) + eV{I,e). (2.16) 
The old variables / , 6 are no longer action-angle variables of the new system, 
but are still good canonically conjugate co-ordinates to use. We wish to see 
under what conditions we can define new variables I',6' which are action-angle 
variables, i.e. we need to solve 
H{I,d) = H'{I'). (2.17) 
This can be approached using the generating function S{I', 6); then this equation 
becomes 
H{deS,0) = H'il'). (2.18) 
Without perturbation S is simply 9.1'. So to first order in e 
s = 9.1' + sSi{i',e) + o{€^) 
(2.19) 
= Ho{l') + e [deSi.drHoil') + V{I',9)] + 0{e^). 
Now drHoil') is the unperturbed frequency vector tooil'). Also K ( / ' , ^ ) , 5 ( / ' , ^ ) 
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are periodic in 6 and hence can be written as Fourier series: 





Without loss of generality, the arbitrary constant of integration for m = 0 in the 
sum in the second expression is set equal to zero. Equating Fourier coefficients 
gives to first order in e, 
H\I') = Hoil') + eVoil') + Oie') (2.22) 
S(/ ' , e) = e.l' + i e y ^'"^12^ exp(zm.^) + 0{e'^). (2.23) 
There now arise two difficulties which indicate the failure of perturbation theory 
in many cases: 
(a), the problem of convergence of the series in e. 
(6). the problem of convergence of the sums over m. 
Considering (b), we come back to the commensurability property of UJQ, 
which can be restated as the property that m.ujQ vanishes. Thus the sum over m 
diverges when UJQ is commensurable (just considering one term for large enough 
m). However, it is not so clear what happens when UJQ is incommensurable. Then 
m.uj can be very small but never zero, and the sum may or may not diverge. 
This problem and the first difficulty were addressed by Kolmogorov, Arnol'd and 
Moser in the well known KAM Theorem [9] [8]. This theorem was constructed 
by an iterative process, applying perturbation theory at each step. In the two-
dimensional case N = 2, the theorem states that tori 'close' to a rational value 
o{u)i/u)2 do not survive. More quantitatively, if r/s is any rational number, then 
K{e) 
Ui2 > 
for all r, s (2.24) 
is the condition for the tori to survive, where K is an unknown function. At first, 
it may seem that the set satisfying this condition is empty, because arbitrarily 
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Thus, in general, some ratios of angular velocities will satisfy the KAM condition 
(2.24) and these are the ones closest to the upper bound of equation (2.25), called 
the 'most' irrational ratios. The rational and close to rational ratios {i.e. ones 
which satisfy equation (2.25) easily) are the first ones to be destroyed as e is 
increased. The full statement of the theorem requires that e is small, and that 
many derivatives of the Hamiltonian exist. Computationally, the theorem appears 
to apply more strongly than this, and the last torus to break up occurs when e 
may be quite large. This torus is, as expected, the one when the ratio of angular 
velocities is a noble number (such as the golden mean) as these are the most 
irrational numbers. 
2.4 Poincare Surfaces of Section 
A useful description of classical motion is the Poincare map, surface of section 
or first return map (under its various names). Imagine a trajectory passing 
through a chosen surface, each time leaving a dot as it passes through in a 
particular direction. For a 2A'^-dimensional phase space, the Poincare surface 
is (2A^ — 2)-dimensional. Over a period of time, the trajectory will build up a 
series of dots on the surface. Suppose that {T], ^) are co-ordinates on the surface 
(where rj and ^ are ( A'^  — l)-dimensional vectors). Then the map 
F{Vi,i,) = {Vi+uU+i) (2.26) 
is called the Poincare map, and defines the generation of the whole set of points 
(^0, Co), (^1.6)> • • •, i m , 6:), • • •) corresponding to one trajectory (figure (2.4.1)). 
The important aspect of the Poincare map is that the map F, and the surface 
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Figure 2.4.1. One trajectory as it passes through a Poincare surface of section. 
on which it is defined, uniquely determine the motion without the Hamilto-
nian: given T}Q,^Q and F, one can reconstruct the motion between {'r]i,^i) and 
iVi+li^i+l)^ and hence for all time. 
Another important property is Liouville's theorem. This states that a 
volume element dqi .. . dq^ dpi .. .dp^ in phase space is conserved under trans-
portation by the Hamiltonian flow. Moreover, each individual area element 
dqi dpi is also conserved. This means that if r?, ^ are taken to be a set of canon-
ically conjugate co-ordinates, then the 'area' dr]\ ... dr]^\_i d^i ... d ( f f - i is con-
served. In practice, only N = 2 systems have been extensively studied using 
Poincare maps, and so this is a real area drji d^\. 
We can use the area-preserving property to prove the Poincare-Birkhoff the-
orem, which states that the commensurable periodic orbits ^1/0)2 T/S are 
not all destroyed under perturbation, but an even multiple of s fixed points of 
F^ remain. Suppose we have three tori of an integrable map FQ, one T with 
rational frequency ratio r/s, one with slightly greater, 7^, and one with slightly 
less, 7 1 . Then under FQ, T does not move, 7I|- rotates anticlockwise, 71 rotates 
clockwise (figure (2.4.2)). Now when the map is perturbed to F^ with e small 
enough, these twists are preserved. Consider a curve R^, for which, like T under 
FQ , the angular co-ordinate at each point is unchanged under F^ .^ So /?f is close 
to T . Applying F / again to R^ generates another closed curve F^R^. This must 
intersect R^, because it has the same area, and must enclose the fixed point 0 
of F , and it must also intersect an even number of times (except for non-generic 
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Figure 2.4.2. The Poincare-Birkhoff theorem. 
parabolic cases). These points are thus fixed points of F/ , and each one gen-
erates a whole set of s fixed points, giving a total of 2ks fixed points, where k 
4s an integer. It can be shown further that the fixed points alternate between 
elliptic and hyperbolic types, so the destroyed torus is replaced by many higher 
frequency tori. It is obvious from the continuity of the twist directions that this 
is the only possibility. 
There is another structure which we have not yet discussed. This is the 
shape of the stable (unstable) manifolds whose points asymptotically converge 
(diverge) to (from) the hyperbolic fixed points. We have seen this already for 
the elhptical bilhard (figure 2.2.2(c)), where the curves asymptotically diverge 
from one fixed point and asymptotically converge to the other. This is called 
a heteroclinic connection. Another possibility is a homoclinic connection where 
the curve is asymptotic at both ends to the same fixed point. Generically this is 
not the case. The curves may not join smoothly, but intersect each other (but 
not themselves—this is excluded by uniqueness!), at a homoclinic or heteroclinic 
point X (figure (2.4.3)). But by continuity, the neighbourhood of X must re-
semble the neighbourhood of F{X), and hence by iteration there must be an 
infinity of these homoclinic (heteroclinic) points. In order for this to happen 
the interval between X and F{X) must shrink. But the area A enclosed by the 
two manifolds must remain constant. Thus the curve Hu becomes ever more 
convoluted as the intersections of Hu with Hg approach H. The same is true for 
Hs as the intersections of i7„ with Hg diverge from H. Poincare wrote: 
"The intersections form a kind of lattice, web or network with infinitely tight 
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Figure 2.4.3. Homoclinic connections between stable and unstable manifolds. 
loops; neither of the two curves must ever intersect itself, but it must bend in 
such a complex fashion that it intersects all the loops of the network infinitely 
many times. 
"One is struck by the complexity of this figure which I am not even attempting 
to draw. Nothing can give us a better idea of the complexity of the three body 
problem and of all problems of dynamics where there is no holomorphic integral 
and Bolin's series diverge." [7] (Vol. I l l , p389) 
There is one last structure to be discussed, and whereas the previous one has 
been known for nearly a century, this has been discovered relatively recently in 
1978. It is known as the Cantor invariant torus or cantorus, and was proposed 
by Percival [38] and Aubry [39] . The basic idea is that as the strength of the 
perturbation is increased, the tori of highly irrational frequency, being the most 
structurally stable ones are not destroyed in the same way as the rational and 
close to rational tori. Instead, the tori break up into a Cantor set of invariant 
curves, named cantori. 
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2.5 Strongly Chaotic Motion 
We have seen that regular features exist in generic non-integrable systems, 
but that other features exist that are so complex that their structure, either 
analytically or graphically, is beyond description. The language of evolution 
equations and their solutions is no longer a useful way of looking at this com-
plexity, and in this section we shall develop some of the ideas that extend the 
analysis of complexity beyond. 
The first idea is the concept of chaotic motion. We have seen that points 
initially lying on an invariant manifold are mapped under the action of F onto 
an infinitely convoluted curve, so that the final point is extremely sensitive to 
the initial point. Over a long period of time, the final point is effectively un-
predictable from the initial point. When such sensitivity occurs for every point 
in a finite region of phase space, the motion is said to be chaotic within that 
region. Associated with this is also the property of indecomposibility—that 
the region cannot be decomposed into parts which do not communicate, and 
regularity—that there exist periodic points that are dense in the region. These 
three properties define chaotic motion. 
Sensitivity on initial conditions is measured by the Lyapunov exponent, 
which is the maximal exponent of the divergence of nearby trajectories aver-
aged in the hmit as f ^ oo. If the Lyapunov exponent is negative or zero, 
the motion is not sensitive on initial conditions, because over long time periods 
nearby trajectories diverge at most linearly, and the motion is regular. If the 
Lyapunov exponent is positive, then nearby trajectories diverge exponentially, 
and the motion is chaotic. For conservative systems, and area-preserving maps, 
the Lyapunov exponent is zero or positive, because such maps do not contract 
the flow. Positive exponents are allowed, because these maps can contract and 
expand the flow at the same time, and since the maximal exponent is measured, 
only the expansion is measured. Physically, if DQ{X) is the separation at t = 0 
of two trajectories in phase space close to x, and Dt{x) is their separation after 
time t, then the Lyapunov exponent A(x) is defined by 
A = h m ^ l o g f ^ ) (2.27) 
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The second idea, from Kolmogorov's information theory [14] , is the concept of 
algorithmic complexity, defined as the ratio C of the mimimum input information 
and the program length to the output information of a computer program or 
algorithm. The input information may be the number of bits required to specify 
an input real variable to a given accuracy for a given problem (say the initial 
point for a dynamical system), or it may be a list of parameters required to define 
an approximation to a curve. Together the input information and the computer 
program define the problem. The output information may be number of bits of an 
output string of numbers (say points on the trajectory of the dynamical system), 
or the list of points defining the curve to a given accuracy. Suppose we take the 
limit as the approximation tends to zero (or as the length of the orbit tends to 
infinity). Then if C tends to a finite constant, the input information required 
to define the problem is 'as great' (the same cardinality) as the information 
contained in the solution. For instance, to define a chaotic trajectory exactly, the 
information required for the initial point is as great as the information contained 
in the whole orbit. The information required to define stable and unstable 
manifolds of a hyperbolic fixed point is a great as the information contained in the 
points of the manifolds themselves. Such complexity distinguishes chaotic from 
non-chaotic motion. Thus, a problem is defined to be algorithmically complex if 
C —> const, as f ^ oo (or the length of the output str ings oo), and the output 
string is itself the shortest representation of the solution, and it is said to be 
algorithmically incompressible. 
Algorithmic complexity is akin to randomness, and this is particularly appar-
ent for the case of a Bernouilli sequence. This is a sequence of random symbols or 
digits—let us for simplicity choose a random number in base two in the interval 
0,1], 0.aia2 . . . a,..., where aj- is either 0 or 1. Then one shifts the sequence left 
(by multiplication by two) and keeps the fraction for the next iteration, taking 
the digit ao away as the result. The digits generated O Q , a i , . . . , a^,... by the 
process are equivalent to coin tosses, 1 for heads, 0 for tails. Suppose now the 
sequence is not random, but the same process is used to reveal the digits of 
a given number, the digits again representing heads or tails, with the number 
representing the initial conditions of a perfect die. In order to determine the full 
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sequence of heads and tails, one must know the number to exponential accuracy, 
and the process is algorithmically complex. If, as must be true in practice, the 
number is known only to a finite number of digits, then the sequence of heads 
and tails after that is effectively random. 
One of the important methods of ergodic theory is to code a chaotic trajec-
tory by a sequence of symbols . . . S - I S Q ^ I . . . SO that each trajectory is in one-one 
correspondance with a sequence, and hence prove that a particular system is a 
Bernouilli system {i.e. trajectories are indistinguishable from random ones). The 
sequence, at once, represents all the points on the trajectory, because the action 
of the Poincare map is simplified to trivially shifting the sequence left to find the 
next point (positive t ) , and right to find the previous point (negative t ) . The 
value of a symbol represents a partition of phase space. The symbol SQ parti-
tions the whole phase space, si partitions each partition of SQ and so on. In the 
direction of negative time, 5 _ i is partitioned by SQ and so on. If the sequence 
repeats itself forever, it represents a periodic orbit; if it does not then it is a 
chaotic orbit; if it does not repeat itself at one end, but does at the other then 
it is a trajectory on a stable or unstable manifold. 
Information theory was used to calculate the content of a digital signal (com-
municating the pages of a book, or the music of the London Philharmonic Or-
chastra, or the first 3 billion decimal places of TT, for instance) and find out how 
this information could be compressed. With each subsequence i is associated a 
probability p, of that particular sequence appearing in the whole sequence. So if 
we had an ensemble of u sequences, we would expect i to appear Ui = PiU times. 
Thus the total number of states of the ensemble is 
(2.28) 
for n subsequences. In the same way as in statistical mechanics, we define the 
entropy of the sequence to be 
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entropy of ensemble , ^ , 
hsM = = l o g ^ / i / 
u 
« log :/ - - i/i log z/i = - — log (—) 
i X 
= - ^ Pi log Pi. 
(2.29) 
This measures the disorder or chaos of the sequence. Thus sequences that repeat 
a subsequence i have a probability = 1 of appearing, so hsu = 0. A random 
binary digit has pn = 2~" for a subsequence of length n, and hence its entropy 
is hsM = X]T! ^asy to show, but the probability pi is related to 
the Lyapunov exponent, and it can be shown that, if x is a trajectory and s is 
its symbol sequence with probabilities pi, then 
(2.30) 
and the Kolmogorov entropy h^s [12] is 
hKS = y"c?/xA(x) - - ^ P i l o g p , (2.31) 
2.6 Stationary Billiards 
A classical billiard system is defined to be the free motion of a point-like 
classical particle within a two-dimensional region, bounded by a closed hard-
walled enclosure. The collisions with the wall are perfectly elastic (with the 
angle of refiection equal to the angle of incidence) and instantaneous. 
Billiards are good systems to study. Firstly, they are mathematically simple, 
but still exhibit aU the properties associated with non-integrable systems of two 
freedoms. This is because all of the nonhnearity of the problem is compressed 
into the interaction with the wall, leaving free motion between bounces. Sec-
ondly, = 2 is the minimum freedoms required for chaotic motion. Thirdly, 
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they are the most convenient systems to study quantum mechanically—the quan-
tum equivalent is related to the 'drum'. Lastly, Birkhoff [6] has remarked on 
the generality of billiard systems. 
In order to study billiards, we would like to define an appropriate Poincare 
map. The surface of section that seems most obvious is the section through phase 
space where the particle hits the boundary. There are always two directions 
through which the trajectory can pass through the surface. In this case, there 
is the phase poiirt immediately before impact, and the phase point immediately-
after impact. We use the latter. There are now two co-ordinates which define the 
motion of the particle: its position on the boundary (arc length 5 from a reference 
point), and its direction of motion after impact (angle of projection ij) with the 
forward tangent)—figure (2.6.1). The speed of the particle is conserved, and with 
the mass can be rescaled to be equal to one. It so happens that the canonically 
conjugate variables to use are s and p = cosip (for proof see [37]). Thus the 
Poincare map (5„,-|-i,p,j+i) = F{sn,Pn) is area-preserving. Unfortunately, this 
does not hold for rotating billiards, because the speed does not remain constant, 
but it does still apply for billiards in uniform magnetic fields. 
TP 
27r 
Figure 2.6.1. The circular biUiard and Poincare map. 
The class of billiards offers a wide variety of types of motion, ranging from 
perfectly regular to Bernouilli systems. The circular, rectangular and efliptic 
billiards are integrable. Oval billiards have both regular and chaotic regions 
37], similar to those predicted by K A M , although there does not exist a KAM 
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theorem for bifliards. The Sinai bilhard and the stadium of Bunimovich are the 
most chaotic systems of all. 
Ergodic theorems exist for bilhards, but tend to be specific to particular sys-
tems. This is due to the variety of biUiards themselves rather than a failure of the 
mathematicians. Using ergodic theory and ideas from Sinai's work, Bunimovich 
proved that the stadium billiard is a K-system (and, more recently, Bernouilli) 
and Sinai has proved that the Sinai billiard is Bernouilli. Lazutkin has shown 
that bifliards with convex boundaries that are C''^ "' smooth are not ergodic {i.e. 
some tori exist). Polygonal billiards are shown to have zero entropy—and are 
hence regular—but singularities in the Poincare section mean that the invariant 
manifolds are not tori, but compact manifolds with genus greater than one. Berry 
and Robnik have studied systems, such as the Africa billiard and heart-shaped 
bilUards, where concave portions of the boundary cause defocusing of trajecto-
ries and lead (computationally) to ergodicity. They are also the only ones (as far 
as I know) to study billiards which approach the generality of Birkhoff—bilUards 
under the influence of a uniform magnetic field (which is equivalent to a rotating 
billiard with a harmonic oscillator field at the centre of rotation strong enough 
to cancel the centrifugal field). 
The circular billiard is the integrable limit of the rotating circular billiard, 
when the speed of the particle tends to infinity, or the speed of rotation tends 
to zero. The frequency ratio 3 = UJ\ILO2 is simply V' /^- Thus trajectories are 
ergodic on the torus for /? irrational, and periodic for /3 rational. We expect the 
tori with /3 close to a rational value to be destroyed and replaced by island chains 
according to the Poincare-BirkhofF theorem, when the system is perturbed by 
rotation. 
2.7 Semiclassical Mechanics of Chaotic Systems 
In this section, following the review by Gutzwiller [19] [20], and the work 
by Balian and Bloch, we will develop semiclassical mechanics from the Feynman 
path integral to the Gutzwiller trace formula. 
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T h e Feynman p a t h in tegra l for the propaga tor is 
KWg"t't") = ' 7 ' {^^" 1 / P ( g ( t ) ) e x p j - / d t L ( 9 , 9 , 0 > , 
q[t')t' 
(2.32) 
where K satisfies the Schrodinger equa t ion ih[dK/dt") — HK — 0, and the 
wave func t i on is def ined by f/"" = J d ^ ' K' "ip'. For a qu i ck ly changing phase [i.e. 
when h is smal l ) , the m a i n c o n t r i b u t i o n t o K comes f r o m when the phase is 
s ta t ionary . Th i s is the c o n t r i b u t i o n f r o m classical mechanics, i f the s ta t ionary 
p o i n t is a m i n i m u m . T h e t e r m i n the exponent f o r th i s p a t h is the H a m i l t o n 
p r i n c i p a l f u n c t i o n , R ( equa t ion (2 .1) ) . T h e first va r i a t i on of R is zero and gives 
the equations of m o t i o n (equat ions (2 .3) , (2 .4 ) ) . T h e second va r i a t i on of R is 
i m p o r t a n t for semiclassical mechanics. For th i s , one needs to regard the Feynman 
in teg ra l more careful ly , considering each p a t h as discretised i n t o M + 1 points , 
q' = qQ,qi,... ,qM = l" and t' = tQ < ti < . . . < tM = t", and t a k i n g the h m i t 
as M —» GO to regain the c o n t i n u u m result . T h u s 
M r 
K ^ l i m n 
7ri 
27rih(t,, 




RM = Y . ^ U - U - i ) L 
Qi-l 
ti - ti-i 
(2.34) 
Now we consider the va r i a t i on of RM w i t h go, QM fixed, and g i , . . . , qu-l va ry ing . 
W h e n RM is s t a t i ona ry the p a t h is a p p r o x i m a t e l y the classical one. So th i s gives 
the e'^/'* phase c o n t r i b u t i o n . T h e second va r i a t i on is the next non zero t e r m , and 
gives a c o n t r i b u t i o n f r o m each o f the p a t h segments g,;_i to g.j, i = 1 , . . . , M - 1. 
T h i s va r i a t i on is 
M-1 
(2.35) 
Note t h a t the m a t r i x is larger t h a n i t seems because 6q^ is an A^-column 
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vector . So Rij has d imens ion N{M - 1). T h u s the c o n t r i b u t i o n to K is 
J V M ( g ( t ) ) exp 1^ ^ R^J % | . (2.36) 
T h e in t eg ra l is p e r f o r m e d by diagonahsing Rij and evaluat ing the i V ( M - 1) 
Fresnel in tegrals w i t h respect to the eigenvectors ^ of Rij. Each Fresnel in tegra l 
gives a c o n t r i b u t i o n 
/•^ f i \ 
exp ( - , A , ) ( ^ ^ C ] = i ^ e x p ( z 7 r s i g n ( A ) / 4 ) , (2.37) 




m ^ 2 e x p ( - i 7 r / x / 2 ) 
( d e t i ? , , ) i 
(2.38) 
where ji is the n u m b e r of negative eigenvalues of Rij ( the posi t ive ones cancel 
phase w i t h t he y f i f ac tors i n the denomina to r of equat ion (2 .33)) . I t can be 
shown t h a t 
. , ! L - n ( i J ^ ) ( d e . R , r ' = d e . ( 5 ^ ] . (2.39) 
b u t th i s is no t a t r i v i a l result , and the reader is referred t o M o r e t t e [42] and 
Papadopoulos [43 . 
T h e Jacobian dp'/dq" shows how the i n i t i a l m o m e n t u m varies as the final 
pos i t i on varies. Suppose we choose t o va ry q" along one of the eigenvectors of 
Sp' = [dp'/dq") 8q" ( f igure (2 .7 .1)) , t hen p' varies along i ts eigenvector. However 
we can see t h a t i f q" lies on a caustic, t hen we are restr ic ted i n our choice fo r 8q". 
M a t h e m a t i c a l l y , dp'/dq" is reduced i n rank. Also for values of q" on the other 
side of the p o i n t on the caustic (cal led a conjugate p o i n t ) , p w i l l vary i n the 
opposi te d i r e c t i o n f o r t h a t eigenvector. I n other words, the relevant eigenvalue 
o f dp'/dq" has changed sign. 
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caustic 
6q"{t" < t. 
W{t" > tc) 
Figure 2 .7 .1 . A t y p i c a l set of paths w i t h va ry ing i n i t i a l m o m e n t u m , passing 
t h r o u g h a con juga te po in t at t i m e t^,. 
I t can be easily seen t h a t the number of t imes an eigenvalue of dp'/dq" 
changes s ign is equal t o t he n u m b e r of negative eigenvalues of Rij. T h a t is p. is 
the number of con juga te po in t s between t' and f" , called the Maslov index. Now 
dp' d^R 
dq" ~ dq"dq'' 




Since we shal l be us ing t ime- independent solutions of the Schrodinger equa-
t i o n , we shal l wan t t o w o r k w i t h the constant energy Green f u n c t i o n , wh ich can 
be w r i t t e n i n t e rms o f t he p ropaga to r by 
G{q'q"E) = ^ J \ t K{q'q"t't") exp (^-Et^ (2.42) 
where t = t" - t'. T h e Green f u n c t i o n satisfies the equat ion 
{E - H)G[q'q"E) = 6{q" - q'). (2.43) 
We use the usual m e t h o d f o r eva lua t ing the in tegra l ; we ana ly t i ca l ly continue G 
onto the complex plane, m a k i n g E complex by add ing a smal l imag inary part 
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i£, and en fo rc ing G{q'q"E) = [G{q'q"E*)]*. O n s u b s t i t u t i n g equat ion (2.41), the 
in t eg ra l is a Laplace in teg ra l , a n d can be p e r f o r m e d app rox ima te ly by s ta t ionary 
phase. T h e fac to r i n the exponent is the ac t ion in tegra l 
S = R + Et. (2.44) 
w h i c h is s t a t i ona ry w i t h respect t o t i m e when dR/dt = —E. T h e second varia-
t i o n w i t h respect to t i m e gives ^{d"^R/dt'^){6t)'^, w h i c h is again a quadrat ic f o r m 
g i v i n g the Fresnel in tegra l 
/ ^ ^ P ( ^ l ? ( ^ ^ ) ' } = - ^ ^ ^ ^ e x p | ^ s i g n ( a 2 i ? / a t 2 ) | , (2.45) 
/o {2h dt^ J \[d^R/dt^)\l 1 4 J 
so t h a t the Green f u n c t i o n becomes 
, »r.. V - 27r dei d^R/dq'dq" ' A , i7r\ , 
where v d i f fe rs f r o m n by, at most , one. Suppose t h a t go is the co-ordinate along 
the t r a j e c t o r y , t hen is easy t o show t h a t 
del i-d'R/dq'dq") _ , / W 
1 , f d ^ S 
-det ' - -
(2.47) 
g 'g" V dq'dq" 
where the p r i m e indicates the omiss ion o f the first row and co lumn , because 5 
does no t change a long go- Hence 
(2.48) 
One commen t on v. the con juga te po in t s o{dp'/dq" are cancelled by the d'^R/dt'^ 
t e r m , b u t between these con juga te po in t s are new ones, a l ternate w i t h the o ld . 
T h u s on average, the number o f con juga te poin ts are equal, b u t may sometimes 
d i f f e r by one ( i . e . f = / / ( - | -1)) . For f u l l e r arguments consul t [44] . T h e new 
conjuga te po in ts are also those of d'^S/dq'dq". 
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T h e exact Green f u n c t i o n can be w r i t t e n i n terms of t he e igenfunct ions (l>j{q) 
of H(f>j = Ej(j)j g i v i n g 
E - E j 
3 
So 
Ej I d^q [G{q'q"E)]^,^^„^^ ^ E ^ g ^ ^ T / A ^ . ( ^ j ^ ^ K ? ) = 1 1 
(2.50) 
We define g{E) = Yl, E-EJ ^° 
g{E) = j A [G{qqE)] . (2.51) 
A g a i n we see t h a t the greatest c o n t r i b u t i o n comes f r o m those o rb i t s where the 
phase is s ta t ionary , because o therwise exp{iS{qqE)/h} varies w i l d l y and de-
s t ruc t ive interference occurs f o r 6S ^ h. T h u s we consider the s u m over clas-
sical t r a j ec to r i e s i n equa t ion (2.48) as t h o u g h i t were an in tegra l and consider 
var ia t ions o f S, where the endpoin t s are the same i.e. w h e n q = q' = q". Since 
^ 5 = 0 we have 
dS] f d S d S \ 
= -TP - P = 0 - (2.52) 
dq\q=q'=qn \dq" dq'J^^^,^^,, 
Hence the m a i n c o n t r i b u t i o n comes f r o m t ra jec to r ies whose endpoin ts have the 
same m o m e n t a as we l l as p o s i t i o n , t h a t is f r o m per iod ic o rb i t s . T h e ac t ion 
S{qqE) does no t depend on where on the per iodic o r b i t one s tar ts , so we on ly 
consider var ia t ions n o r m a l t o the per iodic o r b i t . T h e second v a r i a t i o n of 5 has 
the quadra t i c f o r m 
dq"^ 
d'^S d'^S d^S d^S 9 d^S' ,2 c '^"^ ^"^ , ^''^ , "''^ X fO^'i\ 
where 8q has {N - 1) components n o r m a l ( 1 ) t o the pe r iod ic o r b i t and d'^S/dq^ 
is an (A'" - 1) by [N - 1) m a t r i x . T h u s the s t a t i ona ry phase a p p r o x i m a t i o n . 
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as before , gives a det~^{d'^S/dq'^) c o n t r i b u t i o n to the amp l i t ude and a phase 
f a c t o r of Y1N-I where the signs are given by the signs of the eigenvalues 
o f d'^S/dq'^. H a v i n g done the (A^ — 1) integrals w i t h respect t o q, we are l e f t w i t h 
t he closed in t eg ra l a round the per iodic o r b i t . T h i s combines w i t h other factors 
t o give 
i d q \ ^ — ] d e t i f - ^ ) = / d r d e t i f - ^ ) • (2.54) 
J W f ) ' \ ^ . = ^ . = i V ^^^1 ) J V dq'dq") 
T h e o ther fac tors can be shown to be constant along the per iodic o r b i t , and so 
the i n t eg ra l gives s i m p l y T j , the pe r iod of the p r i m i t i v e per iodic o r b i t . 
T h e d e t e r m i n a n t of d'^S/dq^ can be evaluated using the m o n o d r o m y m a t r i x 
or t angen t m a p M o f the Poincare map . T h i s is the m a t r i x w h i c h describes the 
loca l l inear t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s o f displacements between close t ra jec tor ies , under 
t he a c t i o n o f t he m a p . Suppose 6x' is a (2A'' — l ) -d imens iona l vector on the 
surface of sect ion, and 6x" is th i s vector a f te r the first r e t u r n , t hen 
6x" = M6x'. (2.55) 
I t can be shown t h a t the character is t ic equat ion 
F{a) = \M - al\ (2.56) 
whose zeros de te rmine the Lyapunov exponents: F (e"^ ) = 0, can be expressed 
as 
. det {a d'S/dq"' + d'S/dq'dq" + d'S/dq"dq' - f d'S/dq") 
^^"^ ^ del [d^S/dq'dq") • ^^-"^ 
Hence the r a t i o o f de te rminan t s i n the equa t ion f o r g{E) are s i m p l y l / i ^ 2 ( l ) , 
a n d we o b t a i n G u t z w i l l e r ' s semiclassical t race f o r m u l a : 
5osc(^) 
where n is the number o f repet i t ions of the j " ^ p r i m i t i v e per iodic o r b i t . T h e 
con juga t e po in t s are re la ted t o the o ld ones by a = J ^ ( + l ) , where the ( - f - l ) 
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means there m a y be one e x t r a con juga te p o i n t due to the d'^S/dq^ t e rm. The 
t e r m go{E) is t he a s y m p t o t i c c o n t r i b u t i o n due t o zero l eng th paths which do 
not go anywhere else o the r t h a n s t a r t i n g a n d ending at g = g' = g". I t is related 
t o the W e y l f o r m u l a f o r the dens i ty of states, and w i l l be discussed i n a later 
section. I t depends o n l y on geometr ic ( r a the r t h a n dynamica l ) propert ies of the 
system, such as t h e shape and pe r ime te r o f the boundary , and the volume t h a t 
i t contains . 
The re are some i m p o r t a n t remarks t o make abou t equat ion (2.58). F i r s t ly , 
be ing a semiclassical s u m rule , i t relates pu re ly q u a n t u m mechanical quanti t ies 
on the l e f t h a n d side—energy eigenvalues—to pure ly classical quant i t ies on the 
r igh t hand s ide—periods of closed o rb i t s , classical actions, Mas lov indices, sta-
b i l i t y exponents , a n d geometry . Secondly, i t is c o n d i t i o n a l l y convergent at best, 
and so great care has t o be taken i n e n u m e r a t i n g the i n f i n i t e sum, i n par t icu lar 
i n the o rde r ing of the t e rms , and i n o b t a i n i n g a l l the per iodic orb i t s . Th i s is no 
easy task f o r a general sys tem—orb i t s p ro l i f e ra te exponent ia l ly w i t h length fo r 
a chaotic sys tem, and so cod ing the o rb i t s is very i m p o r t a n t . T h i s is possible 
f o r comple te ly chaot ic systems, b u t as ye t no scheme has been f o u n d fo r mixed 
systems. One way o f o b t a i n i n g convergence is to smoo th g{E), by for example 
Gaussian smear ing [45] . 
Some remarks of B e r r y [24] are made below. T h e energy wavelengths AEj 
of the osc i l l a to ry t e rms i n equa t ion (2.58) are given by 
I [S,iE + A ^ , ) - Sj{E)] = ^ ^ A E , = ^ T , A ^ , . (2.59) 
Hence 
= (2.60) 
T h e mean level spacing (A£^) is g iven by the a sympto t i c rule t h a t an eigenvalue 
takes up a v o l u m e h^ i n phase space so t h a t ( A E ) ~ 1 ^ - Hence the 
osci l la t ions i n the R H S of the s u m are o n a scale much larger t h a n the level 
spacing. 
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T h e impor t ance o f o rde r ing is apparent i f we s u m over a l l repet i t ions o f a 
per iodic o r b i t before s u m m i n g over o ther o rb i t s . T h e n fo r some energy Ek, such 
t h a t Sj{Ek) = 2'Kk + the c o n t r i b u t i o n to g{E) is X ) n • • •> ^^ere 
w o u l d be de l t a peaks or Loren tz i an peaks at E^- However, these cannot be at 
the correct eigenvalues, because the spacing is a p p r o x i m a t e l y h. T h e p rob lem is 
t h a t we were s u m m i n g periodic o rb i t s of very diff 'erent per iods nTj. We should 
have ordered the per iodic o rb i t s ( no t j u s t p r i m i t i v e ones) i n increasing per iod 
uTj before s u m m i n g . There is also a c u t o f f pe r iod , de t e rmined by summing 
over a l l per iodic o rb i t s whose wavelength A i ? j is greater t h a n the mean level 
spacing ( A £ ^ ) , so t h a t the t r u e eigenvalues emerge, and higher f requency 'noise' 
is avoided, i.e. 
2Trh h^ 
> uTj " dV{E)/dE 
nTj < Tmax = — ^ r z i — • (2-61) 
For s t rong ly chaotic systems, because the number of i sola ted periodic orb i t s 
prohfera te exponen t ia l ly w i t h the pe r iod , the G u t z w i l l e r t race f o r m u l a is an 
i m p r a c t i c a l way of finding the energy levels. However, the on ly other way is by 
m a t r i x d iagonahsat ion . Even t h o u g h th i s is also c o m p u t a t i o n a l l y intensive, the 
number o f steps required are a power o f 1/h, ra ther t h a n exponent ia l i n l / h , 
and hence i t is s t i l l much faster. 
For in tegrable systems the s i t u a t i o n is much bet ter . There is an extension 
of the Bohr -Sommer fe ld -E ins t e in semiclassical quan t i sa t ion f o r m u l a , wh ich has 
been developed f r o m m o d e r n classical mechanics and the K A M theorem. I t is 
cal led to rus quan t i s a t ion and is i n t r o d u c e d i n the next sect ion. 
2.8 Torus Quantisation of Integrable Systems 
Consider an integrable system, as def ined i n section (2 .2 ) , hav ing iV constants 
of m o t i o n / , o f the classical system given by 
T h e semiclassical Green f u n c t i o n f o r in tegrable systems, corresponding to equa-
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t i o n (2.58) w i l l have a s imi la r phase, b u t depending on the ac t ion fo r the torus , 
r a the r t h a n f o r a per iodic o r b i t . T h e Green f u n c t i o n must be single-valued so 
the phase change a round the c i r c u i t Ci must be 2-Kmi, where is an integer. 
Hence 
U = K + -4^r)h- (2.63) 
T h u s the classically conserved quant i t ies are quantised i n steps of h and give rise 
to N independent q u a n t u m numbers m = ( m i , . . . , m ^ ) w h i c h label the energy 
eigenvalues by v i r t u e of 
Em = Hd ( ( m + \a)h) . (2.64) 
T h i s is a general isat ion o f the Bohr -Sommer fe ld mode l of angular m o m e n t u m 
quan t i s a t i on , w h i c h was first realised by Eins te in [46] a l t hough i n his t r ea tmen t 
t he a / 4 t e r m was neglected, because th is had not yet been discovered i n classical 
mechanics. 
W e see t h a t semic lassie a l ly we can represent states as po in ts / , „ on a regular 
l a t t i ce i n ac t ion space ( f igure (2 .8 .1) ) . The energy spec t rum given by equat ion 
(2.64) is t h e n s imp ly the p r o j e c t i o n of these poin ts on to the E co-ordinate ( i . e . 
the co-ord ina te perpendicu la r t o the energy surface E = H{p,q)). T h u s the 
s p e c t r u m is ' regular ' . However, i f we on ly know £',„ and not Im there is some 
loss of i n f o r m a t i o n about the spec t rum. I n par t icu la r , the order ing of the labels 
m is lost i n the p r o j e c t i o n , and we can thus associate s ta t i s t i ca l propert ies w i t h 
t he s p e c t r u m , w h i c h w i l l be discussed i n section (2.10) . 
T h i s even more so f o r large m, where the ' w o o d ' is th icker so t h a t consecutive 
eigenvalues, w i t h energy surfaces o f radius i n /-space o f app rox ima te ly hR, can 
have mi d i f f e r i n g by as much as R. Be r ry and Tabor [47] more r igorously use 
these arguments to derive the Poisson f o r m u l a for the level spacing d i s t r i b u t i o n 
f o r in tegrable systems. 
We m a y derive a s imi la r f o r m u l a to the G u t z w i l l e r trace f o r m u l a (equa-
t i o n (2 .58 ) ) , b u t th i s t i m e f o r in tegrable systems ( B e r r y and Tabo r [48,49]). 
T h e m a i n difference is t h a t per iodic o rb i t s are no longer isolated, so the s u m is 
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Figure 2 .8 .1 . Q u a n t u m numbers i n /-space, w i t h t w o energy surfaces. 
n o w over invar ian t t o r i ins tead. We s ta r t f r o m the t ime-dependent propagator 
(equa t ion (2 .41)) , 
where we have w r i t t e n t = t" - t', Dp = dei{-d'^R^fdq"dq'). T h e label p runs 
t h r o u g h a l l classical t ra jec tor ies f r o m g' to g". I n angle-act ion variables Dp can 
be w r i t t e n 
, dd" 
Dp = det ( — 
-1 
(2.66) 
B u t e" -9' = uj{Ip)t, hence 
Dp = d e t ( - i ! ^ t ) ' =t-''[det{du;^/dlp.j)]-'. (2.67) 
\Olp.j ) 
Also 
i?p = i^.{e" - d') - E{ip)t. (2.68) 
Now the densi ty of states, p{E) = Ep), is 
p{E) = R e - ^ dt e^-^'l'^ J A [K{q'q"t)] ^,^^„^^ . (2.69) 
T h e requirement t h a t q" = g' = g means, i n angle-act ion variables, t h a t 6" -9' " 
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27rm f o r the to rus / „ i . Hence 
/ A [ - W ' 0 ] , . , , . , = E i > ^ ^ I A » l ^ e . p { . ( « " -
(27ri;i)-
( 2 7 r ) ^ ^ e x p { i ( f - - ^ ) } 
( 2 « a ) i ^ 0 | d e t ( 9 u ; i / a / „ , J | " 
(2.70) 
where Rm = 27r7,„.Tn - H{Im)t. For the i i n t eg ra l , we can use the s ta t ionary 
phase m e t h o d , w h i c h gives H{Im) = E and hence the pe r iod T,„ of the torus. 
T h e a m p l i t u d e f a c t o r is g iven by 
^ ( p h a s e ) = - ^ { I m ) . ^ (27rz ; i ) i (2.71) 
Hence 
p^E) = - R e y ( 2 v r ) ^ ,^ exp {z27rm. ( ^ - ^ ) } 
( 2 7 r ^ ^ ) ( ^ - l ' / 2 r | | d e t ( a a ; , / a / ^ j | ' ( - 0 , ^ . 9 / ^ / 5 0 ' 
where 
^ 2 ^ ( 2 ^ ^ ! .2 73) 
d e t ( 5 a ; i / a / „ , . ) | ( u ; ( / ^ . ) . a W a t ) - ' 
2.9 r / i e Asymptotic Level Density for Stationary Billiards 
We r e t u r n now to the level dens i ty p{E) de f ined by 
p{E) = Y . ^ { E - E j ) . (2.74) 
T h i s was men t ioned b r i e f ly i n section (2 .7) , and is related t o g{E) by 
p{E) = ~—g{E). (2.75) 
TT 
T h i s must be evaluated carefu l ly , because o f the poles a long the real axis. I t is 
convent ional to take the con tour below the real axis, by add ing a smal l imaginary 
pa r t t o E. 
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W e w i l l be interested i n s t a t i s t i ca l fluctuation proper t ies of energy levels i n 
section (2 .10) , b u t here we discuss the average behaviour of levels. As w i t h 
g{E) we can t rea t p{E) as consis t ing of average te rms conta ined i n PQ{E) and 
osc i l l a to ry te rms posc{E): 
p{E) = po{E) + posc{E). (2.76) 
T h e ca lcu la t ion of pose is j u s t the same as gosc{E) g iven i n section (2 .7) . Here 
we w i l l review some calcula t ions of the a sympto t i c mean level densi ty po{E) fo r 
s t a t i o n a r y biUiards. T h e o r i g i n a l results i n physics are due m a i n l y t o B a l i a n and 
B l o c h , b u t there are also m a n y results f r o m mathemat ic ians ; a def in i te review 
is g iven by Baltes and H i l f [53] , and other sources are B e r r y [24] and Bohigas 
and G i a n n o n i [25]. T h e t w o approaches we adop t are the heat kernel m e t h o d 
and the t ime- independent Green f u n c t i o n f o r m u l a t i o n . 
U s i n g the second approach, and the Green f u n c t i o n def ined by equa t ion (2.42) 
we find 
po(B) = - i lim y A [G{g'g"B + is) - G(q'q"E - i e ) ] , , , , , „ , 
= _ l 2 ! | A [ G W i 5 ) l , „ , „ „ (2.77) 
= -'-fqm-
Here the q' = q" = q cons t ra in t is on ly f o r zero l eng th per iodic o rb i t s . T h e 
c o m m u t a t i o n of the I m opera tor w i t h the J opera tor mus t be done careful ly , 
and usua l ly a convergence f ac to r is i n t roduced w h i c h we has not w r i t t e n f o r sake 
o f c l a r i ty . 
T h e first result is f o r the level dens i ty inside a box, w i t h i n f i n i t e p o t e n t i a l 
wal ls , b u t w i t h no p o t e n t i a l inside the b o x — a s t a t i ona ry q u a n t u m b i l l i a r d . We 
a p p r o x i m a t e G{q'q"E) as s i m p l y the free par t ic le Green f u n c t i o n inside the box, 
and zero outside. For q' w q" t h i s is 
w ) « ( ^ ) - m) (2.73) 
where H^^^_^{x) is the Hanke l f u n c t i o n ( A b r a m o w i t z and Stegun [54] ) . T h e n 
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PQ{E) is 
P ^ i E ) r . ^ j d ^ p d ^ q 6 { E - H M ) ^ ^ ^ ^ (2.79) 
where V{E) is the vo lume o f phase space conta ined w i t h i n the surface H{p^ q) = 
E. E q u a t i o n (2.79) is s i m p l y the W e y l f o r m u l a t h a t each mode takes up a vo lume 
h^ i n phase space. 
T h i s can also be calcula ted f r o m the heat kernel def ined by 
( i ? - | ) W , " < ) = 0. < > 0 j ^ ^ ^ j 
KHW^O) = <{?" - 9 ') , 
whose so lu t ion i n te rms of e igenfunct ions (f>i{q) is 
KHig'q"t) = ^ ^ , ( g " ) e - ^ ^ V K 9 ' ) (2-81) 
j 
and whose p a r t i t i o n f u n c t i o n is given by 
$ ( t ) = J A KH{q'q"t) = J 2 = e-^'p,iE). (2.82) 
q'=q"=g J ^ 
So the inverse Laplace t r a n s f o r m is po{E). I f we a p p r o x i m a t e Kff{q'q"t) as free 
d i f f u s i o n w i t h i n the box so 
KH{q'q"t) = ( ^ ) ' exp {-m{q" - c^f l2ht} , (2.83) 
t hen 
$ o ( ^ ) ^ ( - ^ y \ (2.84) 
\27rh'') tV 
g i v m g 
where Vq is the g-space vo lume conta ined i n the b i l l i a r d , re la ted to V[E) by 
T h u s we arr ive at exac t ly the same answer f o r P(i{E) as equa t ion (2 .79) . However, 
the Green f u n c t i o n or heat kernel is no t we l l a p p r o x i m a t e d by the above formulae 
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when q' is close t o the bounda ry ; the first c o n t r i b u t i o n due to th is depends on 
the surface area of the boundary . T h e simplest m e t h o d uses the heat kernel. B y 
the m e t h o d of images, 
KH{q'q"t) ^ KQ{q'q"t) - Ko{q'^q"t) (2.87) 
where q'^ is the image of q' i n a plane P tangent to the surface <S ( f igure (2.9.1)) . 
Figure 2 .9 .1 . Image of a p o i n t q' i n the tangent plane P t o S. 
Suppose da is a surface element, and z is the distance of q" t o the nearest 
tangent plane. T h e n the cor rec t ion t o <J>(f) is 
- J d ^ q K M q " t ) = ( ^ ^ y J ^ d a j \ z e x p { - 2 m z V ^ n 
V 1 ° (2.88) 
~ 4 \2TTht) 
q' = q"=q 
where 5^ is the surface area of S. T h e inverse Laplace t r a n s f o r m , w h i c h is the 
surface c o n t r i b u t i o n t o po{E), is 
1 / m 2 2 E ~ ~ 2 (2.89) 
T h e Green f u n c t i o n m e t h o d can also be used t o o b t a i n th i s result , and also the 
next t e r m wh ich depends on the curva ture and corners of the boundary . 
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I n t w o dimensions , the vo lume t e r m (2.85) and surface t e r m (2.89) con t r i -
bu t i ons give 
So the a s y m p t o t i c number of modes is 





k = and A ^ V q , C ^ Sq. (2.92) 
These are the first t w o terms i n an asympto t ic expansion. T h e next t e r m is a 
cons tant due t o the curva ture K o f the boundary and i ts corners of in te rna l angle 
I3i ( B a l t e and H i l f [53]): 
K{S) ds ^ f TV P, 
V / +T { - - - ] / 24. (2.93) 
where s is t he arc l eng th along the boundary , i runs over a l l the corners, and Ci 
are the piece-wise s m o o t h sections o f boundary. 
I n a la te r chapter , the case of a b i l l i a r d i n a scalar and vector po t en t i a l 
w i l l be considered, and we w i l l derive the area and per imeter terms, b u t not 
the cu rva tu r e t e r m . As the curva tu re t e r m is a constant , th is can be es t imated 
numer ica l ly . 
2.10 Spectral Fluctuation Properties 
I n t h i s section, the theory o f r a n d o m matrices as appl ied t o classically chaotic 
systems w i l l be reviewed. M e n t i o n shal l be made o f devia t ions f r o m th is theory 
and t h e i r connec t ion to the pe r iod ic o rb i t s of the classical system. 
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R a n d o m m a t r i x t heo ry was devised i n the 1950's and 1960's by several nu-
clear physicists i n c l u d i n g C .E . Por te r , E.P. Wigne r , M . L . M e h t a and F.J . Dyson. 
A usefu l co l lec t ion o f o r i g i n a l papers is [26]and a recent review is [55] . I t is used 
t o describe the h i g h energy levels of complex nuclei where the levels are so close 
t h a t i t is i m p r a c t i c a l t o consider i n d i v i d u a l levels and one becomes interested i n 
o n l y the s t a t i s t i ca l proper t ies o f t he spec t rum. T h e i r t heo ry shows t h a t one may 
regard these levels as eigenvalues o f a r a n d o m m a t r i x chosen f r o m an ensemble 
o f matr ices , i nva r i an t under ce r t a in s y m m e t r y t r ans fo rmat ions . 
One way of unde r s t and ing how th i s apphes t o non-integrable systems is to 
consider the s implest case o f a t w o by t w o H e r m i t i a n m a t r i x . Suppose tha t the 
sys tem depends on a paramete r a and consider the H a m i l t o n i a n H{a-]-8a) close 
t o II{a) where t w o e igenfunc t ions 4)i and ^2 have almost the same energies E\ 
and E^- Since H{a -\- 6a) is a s m a l l p e r t u r b a t i o n o f II{a) we can approximate 
the e igenfunc t ions of H{a + ^ a ) by 
ip = a(l>i + b(t)2. (2.94) 
N o w a p p r o x i m a t i n g H{a + 8a) ^ H{(^) + V{o:), the new levels are the solut ion 
of 
' Eo + V n - E Vn 
Vi*2 Eo + V22-E 
where Vij = {4>i\V\4>j). T h i s gives 
= 0, (2.95) 
J5i,2 = EQ + ^iVn + V22) ± y { V n - V 2 2 ) ' + MVn\'. (2.96) 
T h u s the squared difference i n energy levels is a sum o f squares: 
( A E ) 2 = ( I / n - y 2 2 ) ' + 4 |y i2 |2 . (2.97) 
For degeneracy, we require Vn = ¥22^ V12 = 0. If H is complex H e r m i t i a n then 
V12 is complex and so these are three condi t ions i n real variables. I f H is real 
s y m m e t r i c t w o cond i t ions are requi red . One may t h i n k of H as i n h a b i t i n g a two-
or th ree-d imens iona l parameter space fo r real symmet r i c , complex H e r m i t i a n 
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matrices respectively, w i th a degeneracy in energy at one point in this space. 
This is the t ip of a double cone, w i t h the levels E\^2 lying on the double cone for 
all other values of the parameters. However H depends on only one parameter, 
a. Thus as we vary this parameter we w i l l i n general miss this degeneracy, and 
the slice through the double cone w i l l show levels which 'repel' each other before 
getting too close. 
I f one assumes that the two state analysis above is valid, so that the spec-
t r u m is dominated by avoided crossings, then one may derive the probability 
distr ibution P{H) dH that H is taken f rom wi th in a volume element dH of 
an ensemble of random matrices (we have dropped the hat convention here for 
convenience). Suppose that the ensemble is invariant under a tranformation, 
H' = W^HW, then requiring P{H')dH' = P{H)dH gives the form of P{H). 
For Gaussian orthogonal ensembles (GOE), where W is an orthogonal matrix, 
i t can be shown that (see review by Eckhardt [55]), 
P{H) = 2 - ^ ( 7 / 2 7 r ) ^ ( ^ + l ) / ' ^ e x p ( - T r i j V 4 7 ) (2-98) 
where 7 is a constant. For Gaussian unitary ensembles (GUE), where W is 
unitary, i t can be shown that 
P{H) = 2 - ^ (7/27r)^'/2 e x p ( - Tr H^ij). (2.99) 
For the spacing distribution, we wi l l consider just the case when H is real sym-
metric, and two by two: 
[ A B\ 
H = . (2.100) 
[ c D) 
We define new variables E± and the angle (f> which make H diagonal: 
A = B+ cos^ (f) + E- sin^ <p 
B = {E+- E-)cos(f>sm(f) (2.101) 
C = E+ sin^ (/)+ E- cos^ (f>, 




Thus wri t ing P{H) = P{A, B, C) we find 
E+ - (2.102) 
P{E+, E . J ) ^ {E^ ~ E.)P{A,B,C), (2.103) 
where substitutions o{E+,E.,(j) in A, B, C are implic i t ly understood. The spac-
ing distribution P{S), which is defined as the probability P{S) dS of finding 
eigenvalues such that 5., = - Ei is in the interval 5 to 5 + ci5, is then 
P{S) dE+ dE- d 4 > 6 { S - { E + - £;_)) P{E+, E_,(P) 
= S JJJdE+ dE- dcf>8{S- {E+ - E.)) P{A, B, C). 
Substituting in equation (2.99) wi th iV = 2, we obtain 
F(5) = (7/4)5exp {- (7 /8)52} 
(2.104) 
(2.105) 
Normalisation of this gives 7 = 27r. So for GOE we have 
TT F(5) = - 5 e x p ( - 7 r 5 V 4 ) . (2.106) 
This result generalises for iV-dimensional matrices i f one assumes that there are 
only pair couplings, and that higher order couplings can be neglected—In other 
words, that we do not see more than two levels come close together. 
Similarly, i t can be shown that for complex Hermitian matrices, satisfying 
GUE statistics, 
P(S) = ^S^ exp ( - - s A . (2.107) 
I t would be interesting to consider the distr ibution ^ ( 5 ) when the system is 
integrable. We can find P{S) by considering the probability g{y) dy of finding a 
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dy 
E E + y E + y + dy 
Figure 2.10.1. 
level in the interval E + y to E + y + dy given that there is a level at E (figure 
(2.10.1)). 
Then 
P{S) dS = (prob. of level in [E + y, E + y + dy]) x (prob. not in [E, E + y]) 




P{S) = g{S) P{x)dx. 
This can be solved for P{S) to give 






Thus for GOE, g{S) = ^S. Coming back to integrable systems, we can easily 
see that the energy levels do not repel each other. Suppose Imi = ( "^ l +ai/4)h, 
— (m2 + a2/4)/i label two nearby tor i , then the energy levels are approxi-
mately degenerate i f 
h{mx - m2).VIH {{!„,, + Im,)/2) = 0. 
(2.111) 
But ViH are the frequencies u. Hence this is the condition of resonance, which 
is very common for integrable systems. Hence we expect energy levels to be 
independent of each other. I f they are random variables, we expect this to be 
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expressed by g{y) = 1. This gives a Poisson process for the level spacing wi th 
P{S) = e-^. (2.112) 
This intuit ive argument that g{y) = 1 has been properly proved for generic 
integrable systems by Berry and Tabor [47] by considering the periodic sum 
formula for the density fluctuations. They showed that for sufficiently small 
spacings, the sum is dominated by the long orbits Tm > AE/2'Kh and these 
have the universal property that 
i J 2 A i S { T - T ^ ) ) - . ^ ^ ^ , (2.113) 
where ( . . . ) denotes average over the energy range wi th in AE, and is the 
intensity of the m'^^ torus given by equation (2.73) and Tm is its period. I t 
can then be shown that g{y) = 1. There are however exceptions to this, the 
most notable being the case of a set of harmonic oscillators. These show level 
repulsion, both theoretically and computationally. 
A similar universaUty property to equation (2.113) occurs for completely 
chaotic systems. Refer to the semiclassical trace formula of Gutzwiller (equa-
t ion (2.58)). The factor F{1) is approximately exp{hKsT) for long orbits of 
period T. Hence the amplitude of an orbit ; is Aj ~ Texp{—^hKsT). This 
can be combined wi th the exponential growth law of the number density p{T) 
of orbits of period T [56] , 
p{T) ~ exp{hKsT)/T r > 0. (2.114) 
to give the Hannay-Ozorio de Almeida classical sum rule [57] : 
( ^ ^ 2 ^ ( r - T , ) ) - . ^ T » 0 . (2.115) 
j 
The universality of this rule is due to the fact that for a chaotic system the time-
averaged exponential divergence of trajectories is the space-averaged divergence 
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{i.e. that HKS is the same for all points in phase space). This implies that for 
long orbits this classical sum rule does not depend on the particular dynamics of 
the system. Unfortunately, i t is not as easy to find the level statistics from the 
Gutzwiller trace formula, as i t was for integrable systems. However, the univer-
sahty of (2.115) does lead us to expect random matr ix theory to be applicable 
to chaotic systems, and indeed this has been seen numerically to be the case in 
many systems. 
For level spacing statistics the energy spacings are always small enough for 
the universality to hold. Bu t i t would be interesting to study statistical prop-
erties where this law is no longer valid. We would then be able to see how the 
particular dynamics of short orbits affects the statistical properties. This would 
be seen as a deviation f r o m random matr ix theory. A long energy range statis-
tic that is particularly suitable is the Dyson A ( L ) statistic [58] , a two-point 
correlation function defined as the local average of the mean square deviation 
of the staircase Af{E) f r om the best fitting straight line over an energy range 
corresponding to L mean level spacings: 
A ( L ) = / m i n / ''^^^dx [Af{E + x) - A - B x f ) 
^ / dx^^^{E + x ) - ^ / dxAf{E + x) 
L J-L/2(o) ^ J-L/2{p) 




/.\2 fL/2{p) I 2, 




The theory of spectral r igidi ty of chaotic and integrable systems below is due to 
Berry [59] . For L <C 1, the l im i t A ( L ) —> L/15 is independent of the particular 
distr ibution of the levels. For L in a range greater than the mean spacing, but 
st i l l semiclassical, one can use the Gutzwiller trace formula. For chaotic systems 
p{E) = po + Re~ { ^ ( ^ ^ / ^ - ' (2-117) 
where j labels all periodic orbits, multiple, positive and negative (not zero) as 
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well as primitive ones. A n d for integrable systems i t is 
p{E) = PQ + 2Re exp { i 27rm.(7r„//i — Q:^/4)} , (2.118) 
m5^0 
where Am is given by equation (2.73). 
One may write these as 




Y—, ^ = 0 for chaotic systems; 
A^^l ^FJ{1) 
Ami M = ^ ( - ^ - 1) for integrable systems. 
Integrating equation (2.119) gives 
N{E) = M^{E) + R e ^ Y - • (2-120) 
I f one approximates Sj{E + x ) « Sj{E) + xTj{E), then substitutes for Af{E) 
into equation (2.116), one obtains 
^ ( ^ ) = E E ^^p { ^ f (/^ -^ - ^ ' ) } ^^p ^^(^^ -
\ i ^ ' ' (2.121) 
F(y , - y,) - F{yi)F{y,) - ZF'{y,)F'{y^) 
where F{y) - siny/y, yj = LTj/2hpQ. 
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(?) Integrable systems. 
Consider the long orbit approximation L <^ I'max where Lmax = ^Po/Tmm ~ 
^ - ( i V - l ) ^ where Tmin is for the shortest periodic orbit. For integrable systems, 
\yi — yj I is very small for these orbits, so we can write 
2 f°° dT 
HL) - ^ —,mG{LTl2hp,l (2.122) 
where 
G { y ) ^ l - [ F { y f - 2 , [ F ' { y ) ] ' 
T/>O T/>0 
I t can be shown that 4>{T) is dominated by the diagonal term in this case and 
using equation (2.113), one obtains 
2 dV/dE r d T ^ . . 
The integral is simple but laborious, and yields the value 27r/15, giving 
A{L) = ^L. (2.125) 
This is the universal regime of L <C Laiax, and is also the result that would be 
obtained f rom random matr ix theory. For L ^ i^maxj G{y) « 1 so 
?7).>0 
Thus the spectral r igidi ty saturates above L = Lmax. and is Unearly dependent 
on L for L C Lmax- For L ~ .^ ^max, small oscillations in G{y) give a slightly 
oscillatory A{L). 
T2 
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(ii) Chaotic Systems. 
Here for L <C /^maxi the diagonal approximation is again vahd and using 
(2.115), we obtain 
^ T / 4 . ^ f o r T _ » T » T . . ; 
IPOVSTT , f o r T > T n , a x , 
where T^ax = 2'KhpQ = ^ ^ r r (equation (2.61)). Thus A ( L ) can be calculated 
using the simplest approximation for (t){T)., namely 
f^/4.^ f orr<T„„; 
iM/2 ir , f o r r > r „ „ . 
Then A ( L ) is simply 
= ^ { M 2 ^ ^ ) + 7 £ : - | } , 
where 7^; is the Euler constant 0.577 This is exactly the form given by 
random mat r ix theory for GUE. For time-reversal systems, formula (2.127) is 
not valid. The reason is that there is coherence between time-reversed orbits, 
so that the amplitude of (/"(T) is twice as large for Tmax T ^ Tmin- So the 
correct interpolation (which is not linear) gives 
A ( I ) = ^ [log(27rL) + ^ E - \ - §7r2] . (2.130) 
This agrees w i t h the formula given by random matrix theory for GOE. 
When L I-max, the universality of (2.115) breaks down—short orbits 
become important . We have 
A ( L ) = 2 ^ 0 ( T ) for L » (2.131) 
Thus we can split the integral into two parts, a non-universal part for 0 < T <C 
^mini and a universal part for T > T^mn- The universal part gives a saturation 
constant: 
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A ( L ) ^ ^ [log(L^ax) + 1] • (2-132) 
A n d the non-universal part gives oscillatory terms to A ( L ) , which must be calcu-
lated for each system. For time-reversal systems this constant should be replaced 
by 
A{L)^^[\og{L^^)+l-\7r'']. (2.133) 
Thus for chaotic systems, the saturation value of A ( L ) is approximately h^~'^ 
larger than for integrable systems, reflecting the fact that spectral fluctuations 
are much weaker, and the spectrum more rigid. Note that here saturation again 
indicates deviation f rom random matr ix theory. 
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3. Classical Billiards in a Rotating Boundary 
3.1 Introduction 
A classical particle w i t h mass m moves freely in a plane region which is 
bounded by a perfectly reflecting smooth closed curve, rotating uniformly about 
a fixed axis perpendicular to the plane. Between bounces the particle wi l l travel 
in a straight line at constant velocity, but i t wi l l lose or gain momentum in-
stantaneously on reflection. Thus the energy of the particle is not conserved, 
and so we might not expect to find a' conserved Hamiltonian. However, when 
the standard transformation is made to a frame rotating at the same angular 
speed oj as the boundary, i t becomes clear that a suitable Hamiltonian can be 
constructed. 
I t is convenient to parametrise the {x,y) co-ordinates of the particle in this 
frame by the complex variable z = x + iy. Then suppose that at time t — 0, the 
particle is at a point z = a on the boundary, and that its velocity immediately 
after reflection is b ( in the laboratory frame). Then its position in the rotating 
frame at time t is 
z = {a + bt)e-^' (3.1) 
and its velocity is 
i = 6e-^* - iujz. (3.2) 
In particular, its in i t ia l velocity is io = b — ioja. Equation (3.2) gives the equation 
of motion, 
z = —2iuz + uP'z. (3-3) 
I t is easy to show either f rom this, or by transforming the free particle Hamilto-
nian 2^p^ directly, that a Hamiltonian in the rotating frame can be constructed: 
E ^^p''+ uj{^yp.,-xpy) + U{x,y), (3.4) 
where p = {Px,Py) is the conjugate momentum, and U is the infinite potential 
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well, 
f 0 inside boundary 
U{x,y) = \ • (3.5) 
L oo outside boundary. 
A word of explanation is required here. In the rotating frame the boundary 
appears stationary; thus the particle is specularly reflected in this frame, and 
so (3.5) is the correct equation to use for the potential. This means that H is 
conserved in the rotating frame even though the particle is gaining and losing 
momentum in the laboratory frame. So the rotating frame is the natural one in 
which to examine the problem. 
The force f rom (3.3) consists of a Coriohs part, —2imuz, and a centrifugal 
part muj'^z. This is equivalent to the force on a particle of charge q in the 
presence of a uniform magnetic field of strength B = 2muj/q perpendicular to 
the plane region, and an electric field E = mu'^z/q. We can rewrite H to make 
this analogy more apparent: 
H = ^ ( p - qAf - ImJr' + U{r), (3.6) 
where A is the vector potential given by 
B = ' - ^ - ' - ^ . (3.7) 
dx dy 
Equation (3.4) and (3.6) have to agree, so A = ^ { - y , x ) giving 
H ~ :^{Px + mwyf + ^ ( p y - mojxf - \muj'^{x'^ + y^) + U(x, y). (3.8) 
Am Zm 
The conjugate momentum p is not the true momentum mr, but is in fact 
p = mr + qA, (3-9) 
so 
H = i m f 2 - Imojr^ + U{r). (3.10) 
In complex notation p = mz + imuz = m6e~"^*. Thus p is similar to the momen-
t u m in the laboratory frame. Hence ^p"^ and oj{ypx - xpy) are independently 
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conserved between reflections, and correspond to conservation of linear and an-
gular momentum in the laboratory frame. However they are not conserved on 
reflection, although their sum is. 
I t w i l l be useful later to th ink of the 3-dimensional 'surface' of constant 
energy in 4-dimensional phase space. I t is easier to use mv = mr rather than 
p as the 'momentum'. Then the surface of constant energy E = H{p, r) is the 
surface of a 4-dimensional hyperboloid (formed by rotating a two-dimensional 
hyperbola about one axis into the th i rd dimension, and then about the second 
axis into the remaining dimension (figure (3.1.1)). The 4-volume contained below 
the energy surface and wi th in the walls of the bil l iard wi l l be used to calculate the 
density of states for the quantum problem, using the Weyl rule wi th corrections 
due to the boundary. Because H is not positive definite we need to investigate 
< 0 as well SiS E > 0. E < 0 is interesting; the velocity reaches zero at a 
finite distance S = \/^2Ejmu}^ f rom the axis of rotation, and the disc l r | < ^ is 
classically forbidden. This can be seen in the pictures of trajectories within the 
bi l l iard, where there exists a caustic boundary at | r | = S. The energy surface is 
a hyperboloid whose foci lie on the plane r = 0, and this surface is asymptotic 
to the conic surface — iJ^r^. As E increases from its minimum value [i.e. 
when the forbidden region fills the whole bilUard and b is maximum), b decreases 
and the energy surface becomes closer to the conic surface = oi^r^, until at 
E = 0 they jo in . For E > 0 the hyperboloid is inverted and has foci in the plane 
r = 0, and the whole of the bil l iard is accessible. For E < 0 and for certain 
boundary shapes i t is possible to have several classically disconnected regions of 
motion. This could be interesting quantum mechanically, wi th the possibility of 
quantum tunnelling between the regions. 
3.2 The Rotating Circular Billiard 
Possibly the simplest example of rotat ing billiards is the circular billiard 
table, rotating about a point on its edge. This was the first example to be 
studied, primari ly because its boundary is C"^, and also because at zero rotation 
i t is integrable; any non-integrability is due to the rotation. Suppose that the 
circle has radius p, and the equation of the boundary is | r | = p{l + cos9), 
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Figure 3.1.1. The energy surface E - const, shown in three of the four dimen-
sions of phase space x, y and v = \v\, (a), for £; > 0, (b). for 
E <{). 
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where {r,9) are polar co-ordinates f rom the centre of the circle, wi th the axis of 
rotation at (r,6>) = ( l , 7 r ) . We can rescale the problem using z H-+ z/p, t H-> wt, 
H Efmp'^ijp' to obtain dimensionless variables. We now see that the energy 
is the only parameter of the system; all changes in size of boundary, speed 
of rotat ion and masses of particle are equivalent to a change in energy wi th 
appropriate scaling. The rescaled Hamiltonian is 
H ^ W - W + U{r). (3.11) 
This gives the equation of motion 
z (a - I - bt) exp(—it). (3.12) 
w i t h the boundary given by 
z = 1 + e ie (3.13) 
Figure 3.2.1. The phase co-ordinates {Oi, tpi) of a typical trajectory in the rotat-
ing frame. Perspective view of the bil l iard. 
The co-ordinates we use are defined in figure (3.2.1). Suppose that at t = 0 
the particle is on the boundary at ^ = 0^ and is projected at a speed v and 
at an angle ipQ to the tangent of the circle (measured anti-clockwise). Then 
the particle is at a point a = 1 -|- e'^ " on the boundary, and has a velocity 
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ZQ = b - ia — ive^^^°'^^°K Thus its position at time t is 
z{t) = [(1 + e^^'')(l + it) + ivte^^^°+'f'°A e-»*. (3.14) 
We can write the distance of the particle f r o m the boundary a s c ? = l — j z — l ( , 
so that i t hits the boundary when d again becomes zero at f = T . The condition 
d{t) = 0 can be easily solved numerically, but we must be careful that the 
shortest T is found. A l i t t le thought w i l l show that there is the possibility of 
one (and no more than one) min imum in d[t) which may just go below zero, 
so that the root may be easily missed. The method we used to cope wi th this 
problem was to have a large step size At = 0.1 and find when the situation 
d(ti - At) > d{ti) < d{ti + At) occurs, which indicates a minimum, and then 
find this minimum exactly using a standard N A G routine. I f the minimum is 
negative we can bracket the root between {ti — At^tmm). Otherwise, we continue 
stepping t unt i l d{tj) < 0. We can then bracket the root between {tj — At, t j ) . T 
must be less than 27r because this is the t ime for one complete revolution, and so 
tj < 27r. This test checks any errors in the program. Having bracketed the root, 
we can then use a standard root-finding N A G routine to find T exactly. This 
method is likely to work for most trajectories. But for a trajectory in which a 
minimum and maximum both occur wi th in a time span of 2At, the first root 
may not be detected. This is however a very rare event. 
The reflection condition v'x = —v±, '^ 'n = (where prime denotes quantity 
after reflection) has a particularly nice form using the complex notation: 
i ' = - l ( z - l ) 2 . (3.15) 
Figure (3.2.2) shows why this is so. From the diagram we find that 
i = ive'^^-'''^ = iv{z - l ) e -^^ , (3.16) 
i ' = ive'-^^+'l'^ = iv{z - l)e' '^. (3.17) 
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Figure 3.2.2. Specular reflection of the particle in the rotating frame. 
Hence 
I = -iviz - l)e^^ = -iviz - l ) -^e^^, (3.18) 
and so equation (3.15) follows. 
Thus by nuirierically solving for T, and using the reflection condition, we can 
build up a series of bounce co-ordinates (^o,'^o), (^b V'l)>•••» (^ij V'O?— Thus 
the bounce map has been implic i t ly deflned. 
I t is interesting to study the angular momentum L = {ypx — ^ Py)i which is 
conserved between bounces but changes at reflection. Using complex notation, 
and equation (3.9) we can write 
L = ln\{zp) = Im(z2;) - \z (3.19) 
Consider the first term: 
lm{zz) = I m 
I m [ { l - z ) z + z 
I m ( i ' + 2) + ln\{zz) 
Hence the change in L at refiection is 
6L = L' - L = lm{zz - zz) 
= - I m ( i ' + k) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
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where Vy, v'y are the y components of velocity in the rotating frame immediately 
before and after reflection, respectively. Because H is conserved, 6L is balanced 
by an opposite but equal change in the linear momentum ^p^. 
3.3 Periodic Cycles of the Rotating Circle 
The fixed points and periodic cycles (p-cycles) of a Hamiltonian system 
reveal much about the dynamics of the system, and in particular the study of 
periodic cycles is relevant to the Gutzwiller trace formula [20], which relates 
these purely classical quantities to quantum mechanical quantities through a 
sum rule. In dissipative one-dimensional systems the bifurcation of periodic 
cycles by period doubling is well understood. In contrast, bifurcations in two-
dimensional Hamiltonian systems are much richer and varied and are st i l l not 
completely understood. 
Consider the map 
= (3.22) 
Then we define the set of points (9i, ipi), for z = 1 , . . . ,p which satisfy 
FP(e,,i;i) = (9i,^,) (3.23) 
to be an p-cycle of the map, and in particular the case p = 1 is a fixed point. 
A l i t t l e thought using the symmetry of the circular biUiard w i l l show that there 
can be at most one fixed point and this must occur at ^ = 0. 
Figure 3.3.1. The fixed point viewed in the Laboratory frame. 
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I n the laboratory frame (see figure (3.3.1)), we have 
2 s i n ( ^ | ) =i|6|r, (3.24) 
where T is the time between bounces. Also, the angle of projection tpi in the 
laboratory frame (as defined in figure (3.3.1)) is simply 
= IT. (3.25) 
The angle ipi can also be expressed in terms of the angle and speed of projection 
in the rotat ing frame. Using b = ivie^'^' — i{2 + ve^'^) we find 
. a „ * = - ^ ^ . (3.26) 
V COS ip + 2 
We can express T similarly using the equation of motion 
z{t) = 2(1 + it) + ivte' -it e (3.27) 
At t = T, the particle returns to its original position z{T) = 2, so taking the 
modulus of (3.27) gives 
4 = |2(1 + iT) + ivTe''l'\\ (3.28) 
and so 
V sin lb 
m ' 
1 + V COSljj + | f ^ 
(3.29) 
Thus incorporating (3.25) and (3.26) w i th (3.29) gives tp as a.n implici t function 
of v. 
tan ( . _ j ^ s u W ^ (3 
\4:-\-4v cos ip + / 2-\-vcos'ip 
I t can be easily seen that the maximum v for which a fixed point exists occurs 
when the circle sweeps out an angle of TT radians, t.e. when T — ir. Then (3.30) 
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gives vcosip — —2, and (3.29) gives 
V sinip — 7r{l + V cosip + ^v^). (3.31) 
Hence 
V = 2{1 + i/7r^)i ^ 2.37089 (3.32) 
is the speed of projection above which the fixed point disappears, and occurs at 
the energy, 
0.810569. (3.33) 
Figure 3.3.2. A two-cycle viewed in the laboratory frame. 
A two-cycle is the next possibility. In the laboratory frame (see figure (3.3.2)) 
we see that a two-cycle occurs when the particle is projected directly at the cixis 
of rotation, at any speed large enough to avoid hi t t ing the circle before reaching 
the centre. In the rotating frame we have 
6 = = i ( 2 + ue'-^). (3.34) 
Therefore 
and 
tan ^ =-1/1^2 _ i (3.35) 
T = 4 ^ - - ^ = , ^ • (3.36) 
|6| t a n V J \ y 2 _ i 
The minimum speed mentioned occurs when the particle hits the axis tangential 
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to the edge ( in either the laboratory or the rotating frame). This occurs when 
the circle rotates through ^ radians, so T = | . Then 
= 2 ( 1 + 4/7r2)5 2.37089 (3.37) 
This is also the speed for which the fixed point disappears. Hence the fixed point 
bifurcates into a two-cycle here. 
The stability of f ixed points and p-cycles can be studied by hnearising about 
one point in the cycle. Let x = (^, and let { X i , X2, • . . , Xp) be the p-cycle 
w i t h 
Xi = F\Xi) (3.38) 
and 
FP{Xi) = Xi. (3.39) 
Define the map G = F ^ , then { X i , X2,. • -, Xp) are fixed points of G. Now 
regard a point close to X i , say xi = Xi + Si and let 
Xi+i = G{x,). (3.40) 
Then linearising about Xi gives 
X^+l=G{Xl) + JG{Xl)6^ 
= Xi + JG{Xi)6i (3.41) 
6i+i - JG{Xi)6i, 
where 
/ dGg V 
^ dip dijj ' 
Using the chain rule, we can express JQ in terms of Jp, so 
= J F { X P ) J F { X P _ I ) . . . JF{XI)5,. (3.43) 
Jp is called the tangent map of F. Now 81 can be writ ten in terms of the 
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eigenvectors u of JQ defined by Jguj = <yjUj, so 
2 
Sl = J 2 m - ( 3 - 4 4 ) 
Hence 
2 
So the condition for stabihty of the fixed point, i.e. that 5n is bounded as n oo, 
is that \aj\ < 1 for all j. In particular, i f |cri| = 1 and |cr2| = 1, the fixed 
point is elliptic. I n Appendix A , the Jacobian Jp is calculated in terms of 
6, Tp, V and T, where T is calculated numerically for general {d, tp) or by using 
the above formulae for a fixed point or a two-cycle. Because the system is 
Hamiltonian, | a i | = |(72| — 1 for a stable p-cycle and hence all stable p-cycles 
of two-dimensional Hamiltonian systems are elliptic. The stabilities of the fixed 
point and the two-cycle were calculated for —2<E< 22.5. I t was found that 
the fixed point is stable for —2<E< —0.39 , and the two-cycle stable for 
1.51 < E < GO. The positions and stabilities of these are summarised in figure 
( 3 . 3 . 3 ) , showing the bifurcation at £^  = S/TT^. There is also another two-cycle 
which exists between the points of the first two-cycle, but i t has been difficult 
to find this using methods similar to those above, and less f r u i t f u l methods such 
as Newton's method in two dimensions are required. 
3.4 Approximate Solutions for Adiahatic Skipping 
We have seen that there is a wide variety of types of motion in the rotating 
circle. There are fixed points and periodic orbits. There is also quasi-periodic 
motion where the trajectory is restricted to a two-dimensional surface of phase 
space. A subset of the latter occurs when the particle 'skips' in small steps along 
the boundary of the circle. I t is then possible to find the invariant curve in (^, ip) 
space along which these steps lie, by approximating T to be small. We start by 
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0. B + 
-2 0 2 ^ 1 * 6 8 
Figure 3.3.3. The angle of projection tp for the fixed point and a two-cycle, 
versus the energy E. The ful l fines indicate that the periodic orbit 
is stable, broken fines that it is unstable. 
(3.46) 
expanding z{T) as a power series in T to order to give 
rp ^ 2v sin -ip 
- f Iv cos V' + cos ^ -I- 1 
Suppose that A^, AV", Av are the changes in ^, V', v respectively from one bounce 
to the next. Then using the equation of motion (3.12) and the boundary condi-
tions (3.13) we obtain 




(3.48) \l + e-'^){l + iT)^ivTe''''\ 
Equations (3.47) and (3.48) are exact. From these and using (3.46) we obtain 
A9^vTcosip. (3.49) 
But the calculation for /\ip gives AV' ~ 0, which indicates that we need to find 
the next term in T . These further calculations could not be pursued for arbitrary 
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ip so we wi l l restrict ourselves to small ip and expand everything else to second 
order in ip. First ly we write 
e-^^ ^l-iT-lT"^ + (3.50) 
so 
z{T) ^a-\rZQT - i ( i o + \ia)T^ - (J^O + \ia)t^, (3.51) 
where ZQ is the velocity in the rotating frame at t = 0. This has one root greater 
than zero, namely 
T = 7 r r / 2 + + (^i^P)- 3.52 
(^; + l)2 + cos^ [(^; + l)2 + cos^]^ ^ ^ 
We wi l l write the first two terms as Aip and Bip^ respectively for convenience. 
As before we calculate and Atp. Equation (3.48) gives 
« vAtP + {vB - gin e)iP^ (3.53) 
and equation (3.47) gives 
U ^ [v - Alp sin 6] 




= { l - A [ 2 + i±f^ ]}V 
los ing _ ^ (1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ) ] - 5 [2 + i i f ^ ] } l / - ^ . 
So A ' ^ = A9 — Tp — arg f7 gives 
2(4. + 3cosg + 3)smg 2 (3.55) 
3[(T; + 1)2 + COS^]2 
Suppose dip/d9 is the tangent to the invariant curve. Then using the approxi-
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mation 
dtp _ dOdip_ ^ V Ajj 




^ , _ ( 3 . ^ - F 8 . - 6 ^ ) 3 
dv 3v{3v^ + Av - 2Ey ^ 
iP f« const (3^;^ + Av - 2E)l/v. (3.59) 
Equation (3.59) gives the shape of the invariant curves for small angle skipping 
motion in the anticlockwise sense. I t is interesting to pursue these calculations 
for when •0 ~ TT and the motion is clockwise. We write ip = TT — e and again 
calculate terms to second order, this time in e. By similar methods we find 
T = 7 TTo 7 + ^ 7 ^ + O £ • (3.60 
Let us write these coefficients of e and as A' and B' respectively. Then 
A^ ^ -vA!e + {-vB' - \A!^ sin e)e'^ (3.61) 
2(4t; - 3cos^ - 3)s in^ 0 ^ s 
which gives 
3[{v - 1)2 -I-cos 
e ^ const (3^;^ - Av - 2E) 3 jv. (3.63) 
Equation (3.63) gives the invariant curves for small angle skipping motion in the 
clockwise sense. 
Let us see when equations (3.59) and (3.63) are vaHd. Both equations fai l as 
V approaches zero, because the respective angles i),e become large. Physically, 
the particle is near the classically forbidden region, and is close to the point of 
reversing direction. We also expect difficulties when the expressions inside the 
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Figure 3.4.1. (a). Approximate invariant curves, (b). exact invariant curves for 
the rotating circle, ( i ) . E = -1 .25. (u). E = - | . ( i i i ) . E = - | . 
( iv) . E = 0. (v) . E = 1. (v i ) . £; = 2. (v i i ) . E = S. (v i i i ) . 
E = 10. 
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Figure 3.4.1. (continued) ( i i ) . E = 
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Figure 3.4.1. (continued) ( i i i ) . E - - \ 
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Figure 3.4.1. (continued) ( iv) . E = 0 
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Figure 3.4.1. (continued) (v) . E = \ 
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Figure 3.4.1. (continued) (vi ) . E = 2 
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(a). 
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(b). 
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Figure 3.4.1. (continued) (v i i i ) . E ~ 10 
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value of E. However, for equation (3.63), the negative sign of the 4v term means 
that there is a singularity at (v - 1)^ + cos^ = 0, so that the corresponding 
expression is negative for 9 in the range, 
- f - 1 ^ - | \ / 4 + QE <cose < - l - l E + |v/4 + 65. (3.64) 
with E in the range ( —|, 2). This is interesting, because it is also the range of ^, E 
for which glancing trajectories can occur, as we shall see in a later section. Here 
in the clockwise motion (we shall see later) there is no possibiUty of glancing, 
so invariant curves exist near •0 = 0. In the anti-clockwise direction, there can 
be glancing; these give discontinuities in the surface of section, and so invariant 
curves do not exist near -0 = T T . 
Examples of both types of adiabatic motion are shown in figure (3.4.1). 
3.5 The Poincare Map 
For the rotating circle the surface of section is given in terms of the co-
ordinates {6,'ip) within the surface, as defined in section (3.2). The Poincare 
map is symmetric about the axis ^ = 0 due to invariance of the Hamiltonian 
under time reversal and x-axis reflection combined (so-called TSx symmetry). 
The maps for various energies are shown in figure (3.5.1). One hundred 
trajectories are followed on a ten by ten lattice for 250 bounces each. The first 
energy E = —1.25 shows rings of island tori encircling the fixed point found in 
section'(3.3). Between these tori are regions of chaos and from an examination 
of the order in which the dots build up on the terminal screen (which the figures 
cannot show), the chaotic trajectories do not pass from one region to another. 
The explanation for this is that large tori, each one encircling the fixed point, 
restrict these trajectories between them. Examples of these can be seen in the 
figure. Ai E = —1 there is no evidence for these large tori, and if we look 
at just one trajectory for a large number of iterations (figure (3.5.2)), we see 
that it covers most of the Poincare section except the outermost region. The 
region of stability of the fixed point is much smaller than for E = -1.25 and 
the lack of influence of the fixed point accounts partly for the increase in chaos. 
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(i). E = -1.25 
Figure 3.5.1. Poincare maps for 100 traj . , initially on a 10 by 10 grid, followed 
for 250 bounces, (i). E = -1.25, (ii). E = - 1 , (iii). E = 1, (iv). 
E ^2, (v). E = 2.5, (vi). ^ = 3, (vii). E = 10. 
At £^  = -0.38 the 4-cycle which appeared at E = — 1 has disappeared and the 
fixed point is again less stable. At £^  = 0 the fixed point cannot be seen; only 
the analysis of section (3.3) shows that it still exists but is unstable. The phase 
space appears completely ergodic here. At = 1 a stable 3-cycle appears while 
the 2-cycle is still unstable. At £• = 2 this has disappeared and the 2-cycle found 
in section (3.3) has become stable, and remains stable for all higher energies. 
The lower half of the maps have bands of invariant curves which increase in 
number and extend to higher if) as E increases from E = \ io E = 3.0. At 
the energy E = 3.0 there reappear invariant bands in the upper plane which 
separate chaotic regions. For very low E the Poincare map becomes very regular 
consisting mainly of invariant rings around a fixed point, and for very high E the 
map is also very regular consisting mainly of almost horizontal invariant bands 
across the map. 
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^(ii). E ^ - l 
Figure 3.5.1. (continued) 
(iii). E = 1 
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(iv). E^2 
Figure 3.5.1. (continued) (v). E = 2.5 
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(vii). E = 10 
Figure 3.5.1. (continued) 
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Figure 3.5.2. Poincare maps for one trajectory followed for 25000 bounces, (i). 
E = - \ , (ii). £ = - | , (iii). E = -0.38, (iv). E = ^. 
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Figure 3.5.2. (continued) 
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Figure 3.5.3. Enlargement of one point of the three-cycle (right of centre, figure 
3.5.2(iii)), showing bifurcations for a succession of energies. 
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Figure 3.5.4. Joined Poincare map for several bounces aX E = 0 starting at 
0^ = 2.5, = 0.5, showing mixture between chaotic motion and 
regular motion in one trajectory. 
Some sections of the map are enlarged and a sequence at different energies 
displayed in figure (3.5.3), showing bifurcations of the periodic orbits into larger 
p-cycles. At = 0, where the map is most chaotic, we have shown one tra-
jectory drawn for many iterations with the dots in the Poincare map joined by 
straight hues (figure (3.5.4)). The purpose of this was to show possible regular 
motion that would not be seen by just drawing dots. I t can be seen that in the 
anti-clockwise motion the trajectory appears to be regular, but this is not so 
elsewhere. Thus the one trajectory appears to have both regular and chaotic 
components. This possibility is not considered in the usual definition of chaotic 
motion, where the Lyapunov exponent of instability is defined over infinite times 
so that the regular component is swamped out by the chaotic component. It may 
also explain why, in the computation of Lyapunov exponents, there still remains 
some fluctuations other than statistical. 
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3.6 Influence of Curvature of Trajectories 
o » T o » o « < r 0 » 
(i). Fcor > i^cent (ii) . Fcor < i^ ceat (i i i) . i^Cor = 0 (iv). Fcor-^^cent > 0 
Figure 3.6.1. Four types of trajectory possible for rotating bilhards. 
We shall see in this section that the changing curvature of the trajectories 
in the rotating frame is a significant source of chaos in the rotating billiard. All 
trajectories are arcs of four types of curve which were described by Frisk and 
Arvieu [60] (see figure (3.6.1)). These may be obtained by considering the forces 
acting at the point ro when the particle is closest to the origin. From section 
(3.1) the Coriolis force JFcor and the centrifugal force Fceut expressed in vector 
notation are 
Fcor ^ -2(Re[zi],Im[^i]) = 2un (3.65) 
-Fcent = (Rez, Imz) = r (3.66) 
where u{r) is the speed of the particle at position r and n is the normal to the 
trajectory as shown in figure (3.6.2). 
At ro the two forces act in parallel. I f the particle is moving clockwise at 
this point then the forces act in opposite directions and we have three cases: 
( i) . Fcor > -^ ceut at T Q . Then the trajectory has the same sign of curvature 
for all motion, and the curve is always convex. 
[ii). Fcor < ^ c e n t at TQ. Then the curvature changes sign near ro and is 
negative (concave) at rQ. 
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t 
Figure 3.6.2. Trajectory showing unit tangent vector t, unit normal vector n, 
and radius of curvature R. 
{iii). FcoT = 0 at ro. There is a cusp at ro which is also at the boundary of the 
energetically forbidden region. 
If the particle is moving anti-clockwise the forces act in the same direction 
and there is just one case: 
(iv). -Fcor'-fcent > 0 at ro. There exists a loop in the trajectory passing through 
ro-
I t is this fourth case with which we are interested in this section, as it leads to 
the possibility of trajectories which hit the edge of the circle tangentially, which 
we shall call glancing trajectories. In the rotating circle they can only occur when 
the impact is in the clockwise direction with ip = TT and only when the radius 
of curvature of the trajectory is less than that of the boundary. For example 
consider a set of trajectories starting from the same point on the boundary, but 
at any angle -00 between 0 and T T . A typical set is shown in figure (3.6.3). 
There are three groups of trajectories here. Some trajectories have 'looped' 
and split off from the main group and a third group breaks off after this. It can 
been seen that these groups are separated by trajectories which just glance the 
edge of the circle (at P and Q) and it is these which cause the discontinuities in 
the angle 9i. Figure (3.6.4) shows the group of trajectories as a vertical fine in 
the (OQJIPQ) plane which is mapped onto three disconnected curves in the {9i,tp\) 
plane. 
Here we see that an important source of the chaotic motion is the set of 
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Figure 3.6.3. A set of trajectories originating from the one point with the same 
energy, illustrating the discontinuity in position of the next bounce 
due to the glancing points P and Q. 
Figure 3.6.4. First iteration of the Poincare map for the set of trajectories in 
figure (3.6.3). 
discontinuities in the map F. The mechanism that produces it is purely the cur-
vature of the trajectories, a feature previously studied only in the case of mag-
netic fields [28]. However, there the picture has other eflTects due to variations 
and discontinuities in the curvature of the boundary. These glancing trajectories 
are a major factor in determining whether the system exhibits chaos, because 
they mark the points where nearby trajectories diverge. In particular, the kind 
of chaos associated with them seems to be ergodic and mixing rather than the 
weaker 'quasi-integrable' (as defined by Berry in [24]). These special trajectories 
can only occur i f the radius of curvature R of the trajectory at the boundary is 
less than the radius of the circle. We follow the same method as [60]. In terms 
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of the tangential component and the normal component the acceleration of the 
particle is given by 
dv v"^ , , 
r = + (3.67) 
where t and n are the unit vectors shown in figure (3.6.2). The normal compo-
nent is also 
(Fcor + i^cent)-n. 
Hence 
R = . (3.68) 
2v + r.n ^ ' 
At the boundary of the circle n is parallel with the outward normal to the 
circle but may be in the opposite direction. I f they are in the same direction 
the trajectory would curve in the opposite direction to the boundary. So the 
particle must be travelling in the clockwise sense with n acting inwards, giving 
r .n = 1 + cos^ = \r'^. Also, from energy conservation v"^ — 2E -\- so 
^ = _ ^ £ i l ! ^ . (3.69) 
2 V 2 ^ + r2 - i r2 ^ ^ 
For glancing trajectories to occur we require that 0 < i? < 1, giving 
4£;2 + ^E{\? - 2) + f - 4r2 < 0. (3.70) 
Using = 2(1 + cos^), this gives the limits for cos^ as follows 
- \ - \ E - l^l + lE < cose <-l-lE + y i + lE. (3.71) 
This requires that E > because otherwise the LHS of equation (3.70) is 
positive definite. When the upper hmit for cos^ is - 1 , the maximum value 
of the energy for glancing occurs at E — 2. Thus there are several regimes. 
For - | < < 0 there are two intervals for 9 in which glancing trajectories 
can occur, one below and one above the x axis. For 0 < < 2 there is just 
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Figure 3.6.5. Pre-image of glancing trajectories in the energy range - ^ < E < 2. 
one interval passing through cos^ = — 1. This interval decreases in length and 
disappears aX E = 2. 
For the range of energies — | < < 2 the pre-image of the glancing trajecto-
ries were plotted in figure (3.6.5) , which shows the fine discontinuities in the first 
iteration of the map. At E = —| there are two points at ^ = ±(7r — cos~^(^)) 
from which the line discontinuities originate. As E increases these grow in length 
and join at = 0; the single curve then decreases in length and disappears at 
6 = —v,ip = IT, E = 2. For some of these energies we have also plotted in figure 
(3.6.6) the first iteration of the map for points on a hashed grid made up of 
horizontal and vertical lines in {O^ip) space. The image shows the effect of the 
discontinuities of the map. There is a large distortion near the discontinuities 
in the middle of the interval — | < < 2. It can thus been seen how the glanc-
ing trajectories and the discontinuities they produce are an important source of 
chaotic motion. 
Within the range - 1 < < 2 we expect the number of disconnected chaotic 
regions to be less, but that these will be larger so that a chaotic trajectory will 
visit a larger region of phase space. We expect this because invariant curves, 
which normally separate chaotic regions by forming bands across the Poincare 
surface or rings about the fixed point, will be broken by the discontinuities. 
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Figure 3.6.6. Poincare map showing the effect of the discontinuities of figure 
(3.6.5) after (a) first iteration, (b) second iteration, (i). E = -0.2, 
(ii). E = 0.1. (iii). E ^ l , (iv). E = 2. 
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Figure 3.6.6. (continued) (ii) . E = 0.1 
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Figure 3.6.6. (continued) ( i i i ) . E = 1 
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Figure 3.6.6. (continued) ( iv) . E - 2. 
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allowing the chaotic regions above and below these curves to merge. These 
invariant curves are indeed destroyed in this energy range, as shown by following 
one chaotic t rajectory for many iterations and looking at the region in which i t 
resides ( figure (3.6.7), also figure (3.5.2)). However these curves are still found 
to be destroyed for energies just outside this range {E = 2.5 and E = —0.75) , 
although for energies further outside {E = 3.0 and E = -1.25) they reappear. 
Thus there does not need to be discontinuities for these invariant curves to 
be broken. We st i l l maintain that the discontinuities are the main factor in 
producing ergodicity for some values of the energy, but that there is stil l merging 
of chaotic regions when the Poincare map is continuous ( i.e. outside the range 
of energies for which there exist glancing trajectories). 
There is another important set of trajectories which we have not discussed so 
far. These are the sliding trajectories which occur when the particle is travelling 
tangentially and cannot reflect off the edge, because the radius of curvature of 
the trajectory is greater than the radius of the circle or in the opp sense This 
is exactly the opposite regime to the glancing trajectories. The possibilities 
are shown in figure (3.6.8). When —2 < < - | the particle slides in both 
directions for all allowable 6, but the motion is reversed at ^ = ± c o s ~ ^ ( - £ ' - 1). 
For — I < ^ < 0 the anti-clockwise motion is the same as before, but after 
reflection i t leaves the edge at a special glancing point where R = 1, i.e. at 
6 = c o s ~ ^ ( - | - ^E - l y l + f ^ ) . By TSx symmetry i t enters this trajectory 
at another special glancing point where 9 = — cos~'^(- | — l ^ ^ - l - ^ l + \E) . For 
the clockwise motion the particle enters the sliding motion at ^ = c o s ~ ^ ( - | — 
lE + l y ^ l + ^E) and leaves i t at ^ = - c o s - ^ ( - | - | j 5 + + § £ ) . For 
0 < £^ < 2 the anticlockwise trajectory is a complete circle, and the clockwise 
motion is the same as for — | < j E < 0. For E > 2 the trajectories are complete 
circles in both directions. 
The sliding trajectories are special cases of periodic orbits. For E > 2 the 
sliding trajectories are two continuous bands at ^ = 0 and tp — n. I t is the 
influence of the stability of these orbits which give rise to the quasi-periodic 
bands seen between tp = 0 and ijj = TT. For £ < - | the back and forth sliding 
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Figure 3.6.7. Poincare maps for one trajectory followed for 3000 bounces, ( i ) . 
E = -1 .25, 0^ = 0, ^0 = 0.7, ( i i ) . E = -1 .25, = 0, V'o = 1-4,• 
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Figure 3.6.7. (continued) ( i i i ) . E = -0.75, = 0, Vo = 0.1, ( iv) . E 
2.5, 0^ = 1.5, ^0 = 2.7, 
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Figure 3.6.7. (continued) (v) . £; = 3, 0^ = 1-5, •00 = 2.3, (vi) . E = 2>, 
1.5, Vo = 2.7. 
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(a). 
(i)-
( i i ) . 
( i i i ) . •< •ssmmi 
( iv) . 
Figure 3.6.8. Sliding motion (a) in bill iard plane, (b) in Poincare section for ( i ) . 
£ ; < - § , ( i i ) . - | < iE; < 0, ( i i i ) . 0 < .S < 2, ( iv) . E > 2. Shaded 
regions indicate forbidden zones; shaded curves indicate glancing 
regions of boundary. 
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in the Poincare map, which surrounds the fixed point and is its counterpart. For 
— I < E < 0 the anticlockwise and clockwise sliding trajectories are parts of 
chaotic trajectories which enter into the midst of the phase space and seem to 
pass through all the chaotic region. For 0 < < 2 only the clockwise trajectory 
is st i l l chaotic, and the stability of the anticlockwise trajectory accounts for 
chaotic motion being restricted to the upper half of the Poincare map. As the 
energy approaches E = — | f rom below and E = 2 f rom above we can see that 
the stability of the periodic motion of the sliding trajectories is reduced, and 
this accounts for the destruction of the quasi-periodic invariant bands and rings 
below and above these l imits respectively. Thus although we do not require 
there to be discontinuities in the map for these invariant curves to be destroyed, 
i t appears that an approach towards such maps is helpful, because they are 
associated wi th the stability of important periodic motion. 
Thus an examination of glancing and sUding trajectories has accounted for 
some of the main features of the motion. 
3.7 Lyapunov Exponents and Chaotic Volume 
The Lyapunov exponent A(a;) is a convenient measure of the degree of chaos 
in the neighbourhood of a t rajectory x{t) (here x = {p, r)). I t measures the 
local divergence of nearby trajectories. For a system wi th A'^  degrees of freedom 
in 2A-dimensional phase space, we consider a volume element on the (2A'^  — 1)-
dimensional energy hypersurface. A t a small time 6t later this volume element 
w i l l be translated and deformed. The eigenvalues Ci of the linearised deformation 
tensor ( the tangent map) give how much the volume element shrinks or stretches 
along each of its principal axes, the growth factor being locally ai = exp(A./^i) 
for the i t h axis. For a conservative system the volume element is unchanged in 
volume, so ^ Xi = 0. Over a period of time, the volume element wi l l either 
remain compact, because growth and contraction in each direction averages to 
zero over a long period of time, or the deformity wi l l grow exponentially along 
some of the principal axes and shrink exponentially along the others. The former 
case is regular motion and the latter is chaotic motion, where the meiximal 
exponent of the growth in the l imi t t oo is defined to be the Lyapunov 
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exponent. That is, suppose Dt is the maximum diameter of the volume element 
6V{t) at time t and DQ is this diameter at t = 0, then we define the Lyapunov 
exponent of the trajectory x{t) in the centre of 6V to be 
A{x) = l im l i m - log ( ^ ] (3.72) 
I t is not necessary i n practice to know a priori in which direction Z^ o is; the 
smaller exponential growths in other directions w i l l be negligible compared to 
the maximal growth, and hence the in i t i a l diameter can be taken in almost any 
direction. 
We use the standard method of Bennettin and Strelcyn [61] for calculating 
A ( x ) , which is better for discrete maps. We consider two nearby trajectories dis-
tance £)o apart, and measure their separation D\ after the first bounce. Rather 
than continuing wi th these two trajectories we change the second for one which 
is a distance D q f rom the first, but whose separation vector is in the same direc-
t ion. We then measure their separation at the second bounce, replace this 
by S ' l id keep on going for several bounces. Suppose Di is the separation after 
the i t h bounce, then A ( x ) can be wri t ten as 
1 " 
A ( x ) = l i m - yXogiyDilD^). (3.73) 
n->oo n 
1=1 
Let An{x) be the value of A before the l imi t is taken. We have found numerically 
that An(x) is independent of the length (for 10"^^ < Z?0 < 10~^) and direction 
of the in i t ia l separation vector, but that small fluctuations in A are observed (of 
approximately 3%) as i t approaches its l imi t ing value even after 10000 reflections. 
This is i n agreement w i t h the work of Bennettin and Strelcyn. 
For the rotating bill iard problem, the trajectory x(t) is given in terms of its 
polar position (r, 0) f rom the centre of the circle, and the speed and direction of 
its motion. Conservation of energy restricts the trajectory to three dimensions, 
and so at each bounce v is a. function of theta only: 
v^{e) = 2{cose + E + 1). (3.74) 
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The length ds of a line segment in phase space is thus given by 
d .2 ^ f 1 + f i ^ ^ " ) d^2 ^ ^ M V ^ (3.75) 
The Lyapunov exponent measures very clearly whether a trajectory belongs 
to a regular region or a chaotic one, and how chaotic that region is. I f the 
l imi t ing value is zero ( numerically set to some cut-ofF point) then the region is 
regular, otherwise i t is chaotic. Negative A's are never found for Hamiltonian 
systems because the sum of the characteristic exponents is always zero, so the 
maximal exponent is always positive. 
The chaotic volume x{E) is defined as the proportion of classically accessible 
phase space M which is chaotic; mathematically, 
where 6 is the Heaviside step function and /x is the Liouville measure of the 
flow. Using equation (3.75) we find 
d^l= [v"^ ^sm^ey Aedip. (3.77) 
To calculate x , a Monte-Carlo method is used. A uniform distribution of 
random points in (^, IIJ) space is chosen. The Lyapunov exponent is calculated 
for each trajectory starting at these points, and i f A > 0.05 i t is accepted as 
chaotic. The Monte-Carlo estimate is 
IM 
I ( f ' ^ ) - ( f ) ' ^ \ 
f{9,i;)d9dij « V o l ( M ) ( / ) ± J^' , (3.78) 
where NMC is the number of Lyapunov exponents sampled, and ( / ) denotes 
the mean value of / . The numerator of (3.76) was calculated using this. The 
denominator was found by the same method, and it was also calculated by a 
quadrature method in order to test the Monte-Carlo method for accuracy. 
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Figure 3.7.1. Chaotic volume x versus energy E for the rotating circle. 
For each energy E^ Lyapunov exponents for 250 orbits were calculated using 
300 bounces for each orbit . The resulting graph is plotted in figure (3.7.1). 
The statistical error f rom the Monte-Carlo integration is much larger than the 
systematic error due to evaluating A ( x ) for this number of bounces, so the error 
bars are two standard deviations thick as evaluated by the Monte-Carlo method. 
The graph shows clearly the approach to integrable motion in the limits 
£' —> — 2 and E oo, and the ergodic motion near —^<E<0. The chaotic 
volume does have the disadvantage that i t does not give any indication of the 
number of separate chaotic regions. I t would perhaps be better to calculate the 
chaotic volume for each chaotic region. For this one would have to either use the 
fact that the Lyapunov exponent is the same throughout a single chaotic region 
and different between regions, or use several trajectories to separate the phase 
space into several regions before calculating Lyapunov exponents. The advantage 
of the latter method would be that then only one Lyapunov exponent need be 
calculated, and the chaotic volume for the region could then be calculated from 
this and the size of the chaotic region. 
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In this section we have not described the Kolmogorov entropy. This is be-
cause the level statistics for the quantum mechanical problem of a classical com-
pletely chaotic system do not depend on the strength of mixing, but only that 
there is mixing. Thus the simplest assumption is that when there are some 
regular and some chaotic regions there wi l l again be no dependence on the Kol-
mogorov entropy. The chaotic volume appears to be the most natural alternative. 
100 
4. Quantum Billiards in a Rotating Boundary 
4.1 General Rotating Billiards 
There are many reasons why rotating biUiards are good systems to study 
quantum mechanically. Firstly, the classical mechanics show strong chaotic mo-
t ion for a good range of energies, and almost integrable motion for very small 
and very large energies, making the study of the transition from integrability 
to chaos possible. Secondly, the boundary can be simple, because the chaotic 
motion is due purely to the rotation, so computations are easier to implement 
than, for example, the stadium biUiard. Thirdly, i f the boundary does not have 
reflectional symmetry, the system is time-reversal breaking, and the relation to 
random matr ix theory for G U E statistics can be tested. Fourly, rotating systems 
are relevant to nuclear physics—they are two-dimensional examples of the model 
of Inglis [62] , which was used to analyse the nucleonic response to the rotation 
of the nuclear field. 
We w i l l be considering conservative systems w i t h the Schrodinger equation 
= ih—, (4.1) 
whose solutions are '5 = '^•aitpi{x) exp{iEit), where 
HiP^ = E,i;i. (4.2) 
The technique we use to solve equation (4.2) is the Rayleigh-Ritz variational 
method, using a truncated set of orthonormal basis functions (f>i satifying 
/ (f>*4>j d^q = 6.ij 
(l>i{q) = 0 on boundary. 
In the Rayleigh-Ritz method, a functional I{ijf^) = / ( E ^ l i ci-^Vr) is mini-
malised over where tjjf^ is an approximation to the true 7/)^  using the trun-
cated basis for i = 1 , . . . , M and M is the size of the truncated basis. . The 
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minimalisation is the solution of the eigenvalue problem, 
H^f^pf = , (4.4) 
where 
Hif = j fj'^^<l>i A for f, J - 1 , . . . , M. (4.5) 
The matrices which diagonalise Hij being the coefficients C r ^ The eigenvalues 
Ef^ satisfy 
E^ > Ei, (4.6) 
and are the best upper bound on Ei using the truncated basis. This is an 
extension of the variational method used to obtain the ground state of a system, 
often found in undergraduate texts on quantum mechanics. 
The Hamiltonian operator corresponding to equation (3.4) is 
H = -—V^ + iu;hde + U{x,y), (4.7) 
Zm 
where r — {x,y) = {rcos9,rsm9), and U{x,y) is the infinite potential well. 
This can be wri t ten as 
^ = J _ ^^inv - Af + V{x, y) -h U{x, yl (4.8) 
2m 
where 
A = uj{-y,x), (4.9) 
y = - i m u ; 2 ( x 2 + y2^ (4 ^0) 
As before, we introduce some length scale p (which determines the size of the 
bil l iard) and rescale the problem r i-^- r / p , i H-> wt, 1—> H/mp'^uj'^, h i-> 
h/mp'^u) to obtain 
H = - — V^ +ihde + U{x,y). (4.11) 
Thus we see that H depends on one parameter, h for a particular choice of 
boundary. Unlike stationary billiards, we cannot scale H to remove h, because 
im 
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the mechanics depend on the energy. We must therefore choose particular values 
of h and find the energy eigenvalues, some of which may be in the chaotic energy 
range, and some in the integrable range. The problem wi th this technique is that 
we do not obtain eigenvalues which are associated wi th constant classical energy, 
and hence w i t h the same phase space behaviour. One modification, suggested 
by Berry and used by Delande [63] is to find the eigenvalues of h] i. e. to regard 
the energy E as, a. parameter which we fix, and h (not H) as an operator whose 
eigenvalues we find f rom 
Hi = K^i- (4.12) 
This is a better method, we wi l l shall discuss in a later chapter. Now we shall 
continue wi th solving equation (4.2). First, we rescale H again to obtain 
= - V2 -F 2iade + U{x, y), (4.13) 
where 7i = 20^11, a — 1/h. Equation (4.13) has the eigenvalues, 
-HA = (4.14) 
There are several boundaries that appear to be suitable for study. We shall only 
consider in detail one of these—the circular biUiard, but other models are the 
rectangular bi l l iard, and the circular sector. 
( i ) . The Rectangular Bi l l ia rd 
We consider a rectangular bi l l iard w i t h sides of length 1 and a. The nor-
malised basis functions to use are 
(f)i{x,y) =-^sini sin(7rni/), (4.15) 
y/a \ a / 
which give matr ix elements. 
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'H^J = {j\n\i) 
- TT + n 1 6mm'^nn' 
( 16ia mm'nn'jl - (-1)"^+"^')(1 - (-1)"+"') 




(m2 — m'2) a(n2 — n'2) 
( l - (-1)"^+"^') . 
(4.16) 
for 
2ia- mm for 
"a(m2 — Tn'2) 
This has been diagonalised numerically, but the convergence of the eigenvalues is 
bad as the size of the matrix was increased. We can see why this is by considering 
the off-diagonal terms and Gerschgorin's theorom: 
T h e o r e m . Let A £ C " x C " . Tiien each eigenvalue of A lies in one of the 
Gerschgorin disks Vi in the complex plane, defined by 
X : \X-Aii\ < H3 \ ( , i = l,...,n. 
Consider, for example, the elements Hij for m = m', n + n' = 2p + I where 
p is a positive integer. Then 
,2 
A - 7 r 2 ( ^ + n^) 
' n — n 
n'=2p+l-n 
p=0 
where S^l, <5mn are other sums which we are not interested in . Just consider 




which is divergent. Hence there is no guarantee that the method of diagonalising 
the matr ix at any size wi l l give the true eigenvalues to any accuracy. Thus wi th 
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this l imi ta t ion , and without more promising basis functions, we wil l study the 
quantum mechanics of this example no further. 
A preliminary investigation of the classical mechanics has be made. From 
the studies of the rotating circle, the rotating rectangle is expected to be more 
chaotic (because, w i t h straight walls, the possibiUty of glancing trajectories is 
greater), and this is the case. There are however algorithmic difficulties wi th 
the rectangle: for the circle, the distance function d{t) = 1 — \z - 1\ was very 
simple—it has at most two zeros. But for the rectangle, there are four distance 
functions, one for each wall , and each one can have many zeros. We thus have 
to be very careful to f ind the first zero, testing for shallow minima, maxima of 
both the funct ion and its derivative in order to correctly bracket the root for 
each wall , before taking the lowest t over all the walls. Secondly, the phase space 
is more complex—the sharp corners mean that i t is a patchwork of pieces joined 
in a jagged fashion. I f the particle hits the corner exactly, i t is reflected straight 
back. 
(6). The Rotat ing Sector 
Figure 4.1.1. The rotating sector bil l iard. 
This is a sector of a circle of radius 1, angle (j) subtended at the centre, 
rotat ing about the point of the wedge (figure (4.1.1)). The rotating sector uses 
the rotational symmetry of the 2iad0 term to advantage. The symmetry of the 
circle, of which the sector is a part, is centred at the same point as the 2iadg 
term, so this simplifies the Hamiltonian matrix. 
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Using the basis functions 
(f>ml = NmiJm{^mir)sm{me), (4.19) 
where m = p'K/<f> (integer p) , and A^^j; is the zero of the m*^ Bessel function, 
and 
Nml = ,^ rr for m > 0, (4.20) 
gives 
"^t j = ^ml^mm'6ll' + 
IGiamm' 1 
1 
X J drrJm{Kil''')Jm'{^m'l'''^) for ( m + m')(;/)/7r odd integer; 
>^ 0 elsewhere. 
(4.21) 
We have used only integer Bessel functions above, and this restricts (j) to be 
7r/integer. 
Note that in the classical mechanics, the arc wall does not act any differently 
•from the stationary case. Thus all the chaotic motion is due to the straight walls. 
We would like to study the behaviour of the olf-diagonal terms in order to study 
convergence. Unfortunately, i t was not possible to f ind asymptotic expressions 
for the integral of two Bessel functions above, so this could not be done. 
(c). Rotating Ellipses [60] 
Of particular interest is the elliptical bil l iard, rotating about its centre. In 
the l iquid drop model of nuclear physics, one may regard the nucleus as a bag of 
l iquid distorted into an oblate elHpsoid by rotation, and may to a first approx-
imation be modelled using a single particle wavefunction [62]. This is simply 
the three-dimensional version of the rotating elhpse studied by Frisk and Arvieu. 
They study the classical mechanics of the system, and show that (similar to the 
rotat ing circle), i t shows regular motion for very low and very high energies, and 
chaotic motion for intermediate energies. I t would be interesting to study the 
quantum mechanics of this system. 
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4.2 Energy Levels of the Rotating Circular Billiard 
I t is more appropriate to use polar co-ordinates whose origin is the centre of 
the circular bill iard. The Schrodinger equation becomes, 
n^ = -V^^ + 2 i a { ( l + — ] ^ + s i n ^ ^ l v = «^ V' (4.22) 
[ \ r J 06 dr) 
Now using the orthonormal basis functions 
d^mi = iV,n/Jm(A^/r)e""^ (4.23) 
where A„,./ are the zeros of the Bessel functions, and 
N,ul= [^/^JLi>^.^l)]~^ (4.24) 
we obtain the matrix elements of 7i 
nrnlm'l' = {m'l' H\ml) 
X^j^l — 2am, for = l,m' = m; 
1 




The Bessel functions were computed to 14 figure accuracy using N A G routines 
for J{s{x) and Ji{x) and calculating J„,(a:) f rom these by upward recursion for 
large x {x > n), and downward recursion for small x. The zeros were found 
by bracketing the root using McMahon's formula and the asymptotic formula 
for large orders [54] then using Newton-Raphson and bisection methods, and 
were sorted in ascending order. The integrations were computed to 10 figures 
using an adaptive Gauss 30-point and Kronrod 61-point N A G routine. This is 
particularly good for oscillating integrands. Diagonalisation was performed using 
another N A G routine which reduces matrices to real symmetric tridiagonal form, 
and then uses the QL algorithm. [64] was a very useful source for many of these 
routines. 
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The eigenvalues are the diagonal elements of the diagonalised Hamiltonian 
matrix. When a = 0 the matr ix is already diagonal; the basis functions are also 
eigenfunctions. But the diagonal elements A^^ ^ are not in ascending order. We 
expect the high-lying levels to be most affected as a increases, so the matrix 
was re-ordered so that the low-lying levels are the first to be calculated. This 
w i l l increase the reliabil i ty of the computed eigenvalues. We thus sort the zeros 
Xjnl in ascending order, using the mapping obtained [m, I] i to re-order the 
Hamiltonian matr ix, 
'^ij = '^m(i)l{i)n{j)kij)- (4-26) 
In order to diagonalise this matr ix numerically we need to truncate i t to a finite 
size. The diff icul ty is knowing when the truncated matrix is a good approxi-
mation for the infini te one, and how well the eigenvalues converge to their true 
values as the size of the matr ix is increased. Unfortunately, because we can-
not f ind asymptotic formulae for the Bessel integral, /g^c r^ r J j 7 j ( A j „ ; r ) J , j i ( A , „ 7 / r ) , 
we cannot use Gerschgorin's theorem to set a theoretical bound. Resorting the 
matr ix elements as above must help, because we expect that the eigenvalues 
for a 7^  0 are similar to those at a = 0, at least for small a. But as a —> oo 
(the semiclassical l imi t ^ —* 0) high-lying elements of the matrix are likely to 
affect the low-lying elements significantly. I t is even hard to tell whether the 
l imi t ing matr ix is even diagonalisable. Presumably i t is, because otherwise a 
semiclassical l im i t would not be possible. M y own solution to this problem was 
to always diagonalise two size matrices ( in this case 300 x 300 and 380 x 380) 
and to then compare their eigenvalues. I f the relative error of eigenvalues is 
greater than 10%, that value is rejected. By this criterion i t was possible to 
diagonalise matrices i n the range 0 < a < 15. Seventy five matrices of each size 
were diagonalised wi th in this range. Only the first sixty gave enough accurate 
eigenvalues to be used. 
A t the time of these calculations, I did not have a theoretical expression for 
the asymptotic number of modes. So the staircase function J^{E) was fitted nu-
merically. The semiclassical Weyl rule w i t h corrections for a stationary billiard, 
reviewed in section (2.9), gives terms in y/S and S, and a constant. We assume 
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a 
Figure 4.2.1. The unfolded energy level spectrum A/o(5i) for the rotating cir-
cle versus a = l/h. The broken lines denote curves of constant 
classical energy at ( from bot tom to top) E — -1, - | , 0 , 0.5. 
that the rotation causes a deviation f rom this. We tried several fits, the best 
one occurred when adding a quadratic term, giving 
Afo{£) ^a + b£ + cy/S + d£^ 
where a, 6, c, d are constants. So 
{Am) d£ in 




- ^ 0 (<? ,+!-£: , ) ; ^ A ^ ( 5 , + l ) - A ^ ( £ - 0 . 
{A£{£)) d£ 
Thus we can use the 'unfolded' spectrum e-i = A/o(^i) , w i th 5^  = e,:+i - e^ . 
(4.29) 
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The lowest fifty eigenvalues ei{a) of each matrix are plotted against the 
parameter a in figure (4.2.1) For small a and high energy there are a large 
number of apparent crossings, but the resolution of the graph is not good enough 
to distinguish whether these are real or not. Upon closer inspection some appear 
to be real, but they are more likely to be avoided crossings wi th exceedingly 
narrow separations of the order exp(—constant//i). This is predicted by Berry 
24] for integrable systems f rom consideration of tunnelling between neighbouring 
to r i (which is disregarded in the semiclassical torus quantisation). Thus much 
of the spectrum for low a appears to be 'regular'. However for large a and low 
energies the pattern of the spectrum changes. There are less level crossings, and 
those which do exist are actually avoided crossings. The energy levels are also 
much more evenly distributed. This is the transition of the regular spectrum 
where there is a large probability of near degeneracies ( P ( 5 ) —> constant as 
5 —> 0) to a chaotic spectrum where there is level repulsion and hence l i t t le 
probabili ty of degeneracies {P{S) —> 0 as S —> 0). Each near crossing shows 
strong mixing between states, and wavefunctions appear to exchange quantum 
numbers. This is manifested by the exchange of their slopes d£i/da. Such mixing 
is required many times i f we expect regular (in fact separable) energy levels at 
a = 0 to be continuously deformed to the 'random' energy levels in the chaotic 
region. Also on figure (4.2.1) has been plotted curves of constant classical energy 
at £• = — 1. = 0.5, between which the classical motion is mainly chaotic, and 
E = — | , E = 0 between which the motion is almost completely chaotic. The 
figure clearly shows that between these curves there is l i t t le level crossing, but 
outside them there is much level crossing. 
4.3 Energy Level Spacing Statistics 
The energy level spacing distribution is not a very useful property to plot 
directly. P{S) can only be computed averaged over an interval, and in order 
to have enough eigenvalues in each interval (or bin) a large size bin is required 
which reduces the resolution of the graph. I t is more natural to use the integral 
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distribution: 
r 1 ^ 
I{S) = J Fix) dx = J i r n ^ ^ E ^(-5 - Si) (4.30) 
and then the spacing values are used fully. I{S) is approximated by the empirical 
distr ibution function (EDF) , 
1 ^ 
lM{S) = ^ ' £ e { S - S i ) (4.31) 
1=1 
We would like to investigate the spectrum around a particular energy E to 
see whether its statistics are related to the degree of chaos in the classical phase 
space. Thus I M { S ) was computed for several ranges of the quantum label i 
of the energy level e,. There are two properties we wish to majcimise; we wish 
there to be a large number of eigenvalues in order to distinguish between diff"erent 
statistics, but opposing this we wish the energy range to be small enough in order 
that the classical phase space does not change significantly over the energy range. 
To be able to do this well we require h to be small ( a large). Ranges i = 1 to 
50, z = 50 to 100,z = 100 to 150 were chosen. The classical energy ranges to 
which these correspond are shown in table (4.3.1). The combined ranges i = 1 
to 100 and i = 1 to 150 were also used. 
To each distribution the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the EDF statistics 
tests were made [65] , to determine the goodness of fit to either a Poisson or 
a GOE distribution. The test seemed to be the most powerful test i n this 
case. The results for the W"^ test are shown in table (4.3.2). Let us consider 
the lowest 50 eigenvalues. For low a the test accepts both distributions, so we 
cannot say which distr ibution the data fits. For a in the range 3.2 to 3.8 and 
5.8 to 6.6 the data fits only the Poisson, and for a in the range 4.0 to 5.4 and 
6.8 to 12.0 the data fits only the GOE. Above a = 12.0 the energy levels lose 
accuracy. The results show that the spectrum does behave as expected for large 
a. However there is not a smooth transition f rom Poisson to GOE statistics as 
we might have expected, but an intermittant one. A t one point the spectrum 
becomes extremely regular, where we might have expected i t to be quite chaotic. 
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Table 4.3.1. The first, fiftieth, one hundredth, and one hundred and fiftieth 
energy levels of the rotating circle, scaled to correspond to the 
classical energy E. I t shows that the energy range condenses onto 
the most chaotic strata of hyperenergy surfaces in phase space. 
a h E, ESQ •El 00 Eiso 
0.400 2.5000 17.8 1274.9 2547.9 3808.3 
0.800 1.2500 4.2 314.6 625.2 938.6 
1.200 0.8333 1.7 137.9 272.3 411.0 
1.600 0.6250 0.7 76.3 150.4 229.5 
2.000 0.5000 0.2 47.1 95.3 145.1 
2.400 0.4167 -0.1 32.0 65.6 99.8 
2.800 0.3571 -0.3 22.8 47.7 72.3 
3.200 0.3125 -0.5 17.0 36.1 55.0 
3.600 0.2778 -0.6 13.2 28.2 42.8 
4.000 0.2500 -0.7 10.5 22.5 34.4 
4.400 0.2273 -0.8 8.3 18.1 28.1 
4.800 0.2083 -0.9 6.6 14.8 23.1 
5.200 0.1923 -0.9 5.4 12.3 19.4 
5.600 0.1786 -1.0 4.5 10.3 16.5 
6.000 0.1667 -1.0 3.9 8.8 14.2 
6.400 0.1563 -1.1 3.3 7.5 12.2 
6.800 0.1471 -1.1 2.7 6.5 10.6 
7.200 0.1389 -1.2 2.3 5.7 9.3 
7.600 0.1316 -1.2 2.0 4.9 8.2 
8.000 0.1250 -1.2 1.7 4.4 7.3 
8.400 0.1190 -1.2 1.4 3.9 6.4 
8.800 0.1136 -1.3 1.2 3.4 5.7 
9.200 0.1087 -1.3 1.0 3.0 5.1 
9.600 0.1042 -1.3 0.8 2.7 4.5 
10.000 0.1000 -1.3 0.7 2.4 4.1 
10.400 0.0962 -1.3 0.5 2.2 3.7 
10.800 0.0926 -1.4 0.4 1.9 3.4 
11.200 0.0893 -1.4 0.3 1.6 3.0 
11.600 0.0862 -1.4 0.2 1.4 2.8 
12.000 0.0833 -1.4 0.2 1.3 2.5 
The next range of eigenvalues f rom i — 50 to 100 has an energy range which 
does not enter the chaotic region unti l a is about 8 or 9. There is some evidence 
for a transition in the spectrum near a = 8.8, but above this eigenvalues are 
unreliable, and there is again evidence for GOE statistics for small a (near 3.8). 
The spectrum for i — 100 to 150 shows Uttle evidence for GOE statistics in the 
range of a = 0.0 to 5.0 which could be tested. This is expected, because none 
of the energies enter the chaotic region. For z = 1 to 100 and z = 1 to 150 the 
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Table 4.3.2. The W"^ statistic M^^.nz the nf eigenvalue to the nf eigen-
value. Table (4.3.1) gives the corresponding energy ranges. The 
rejection of the fit is at a significance level of 5% (critical VF^ ?,. — 
0.460). The A or R after the statistic denotes acceptance or rejec-
tion respectively of the fit. 
W"^ statistic for Wigner Distribution Statistic for Poisson Distribution 
a W^soaoo '•^100,150 Who '^ 100,150 
0.4 0.300 A 0.604 R 0.507 R 0.257 A 0.124 A 0.101 A 
0.8 0.257 A 0.441 A 0.546 R 0.294 A 0.162 A 0.074 A 
1.2 0.228 A 0.578 R 0.576 R 0.400 A 0.081 A 0.084 A 
1.6 0.267 A 0.770 R 0.785 R 0.416 A 0.063 A 0.066 A 
2.0 0.320 A 0.624 R 0.390 A 0.235 A 0.045 A 0.144 A 
2.4 0.166 A 0.552 R 0.272 A 0.328 A 0.140 A 0.232 A 
2.8 0.300 A 0.392 A 0.703 R 0.293 A 0.176 A 0.135 A 
3.2 0.523 R 0.284 A 1.068 R 0.100 A 0.338 A 0.040 A 
3.6 0.478 R 0.279 A 0.941 R 0.161 A 0.299 A 0.043 A 
4.0 0.219 A 0.333 A 1.003 R 0.508 R 0.179 A 0.035 A 
4.4 0.237 A 0.479 R 0.972 R 0.482 R 0.112 A 0.087 A 
4.8 0.185 A 0.912 R 1.277 R 0.822 R 0.043 A 0.048 A 
5.2 0.131 A 1.854 R 0.742 R 0.695 R 0.174 A 0.051 A 
5.6 0.302 A 1.413 R 0.638 R 0.229 A 0.056 A 0.056 A 
6.0 0.852 R 1.086 R 0.780 R 0.113 A 0.039 A 0.041 A 
6.4 0.809 R 0.857 R 1.317 R 0.115 A 0.073 A 0.051 A 
6.8 0.179 A 0.656 R 1.086 R 0.500 R 0.058 A 0.062 A 
7.2 0.270 A 0.701 R 0.903 R 0.630 R 0.062 A 0.353 A 
7.6 0.113 A 0.812 R 1.025 R 1.236 R 0.026 A 0.066 A 
8.0 0.071 A 0.646 R 1.254 R 0.659 R 0.065 A 0.136 A 
8.4 0.055 A 0.533 R 2.038 R 0.894 R 0.150 A 0.281 A 
8.8 0.071 A 0.317 A 1.850 R 0.826 R 0.247 A 0.310 A 
9.2 0.112 A 0.695 R 1.846 R 0.685 R 0.058 A 0.345 A 
9.6 0.074 A 0.739 R 3.115 R 0.968 R 0.114 A 0.671 R 
10.0 0.097 A 0.958 R 3.906 R 1.182 R 0.102 A 0.940 R 
10.4 0.080 A 1.353 R 3.904 R 1.026 R 0.078 A 0.927 R 
10.8 0.128 A 0.764 R 1.867 R 1.232 R 0.028 A 0.362 A 
11.2 0.129 A 0.503 R 1.027 R 1.509 R 0.202 A 0.147 A 
11.6 0.159 A 0.178 A 0.782 R 1.836 R 0.609 R 0.196 A 
12.0 0.196 A 0.138 A 1.455 R 2.281 R 0.436 A 0.161 A 
larger number of eigenvalues w i l l make the statistical tests more powerful, but 
the energy range is too large to expect uniform statistics except at very low a 
where we expect Poissonian statistics almost everywhere. 
Typical members of these sets of distributions are shown in figure (4.3.1). 
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(a). 
Figure 4.3.1. (caption overleaf) 
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(b). 
Figure 4.3.1. (caption overleaf) 
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Figure 4.3.1. The level spacing distr ibution (left) and the integral (cumula-
tive) distr ibution (right) for the rotating circle. The broken curve 
is the Poisson distribution, the chain curve is the Wigner distribu-
t ion and the fu l l curve is the distribution found by fitting the data 
by least squares to equation (4.33). The figures ( i)-(v) correspond 
to a = 2,4,6,8,10 respectively, and are drawn for (a) the first 50 
levels (b) the next fifty levels (c) the levels £"100 to £150-
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4.4 Spacing Distributions for Mixed Systems 
We consider here a model, first described by Berry and Robnik [66] for 
systems that have both regular and chaotic regions in phase space. This is a 
simple model that assumes: 
(i). each disconnected regular region in phase space gives a level sequence 
whose statistics are Poissonian. 
(u'). each disconnected chaotic region in phase space gives a level sequence 
whose statistics are GOE, GUE (depending on the time-reversibility). 
{Hi), the proportion of the total level sequence due to the i^^ region is equal to 
the Liouville measure /Ltj of that region (wi th X^j/x^ = 1). 
{iv). the level sequences are superposed to give the total sequence of levels. 
The reasoning behind (i) and ( i i ) is that regular regions wi l l give regular 
levels, and chaotic regions give irregular levels. We can jus t i fy ( i i i ) because each 
level 'occupies' a volume h^ in phase space, so we expect the number of levels 
due to a region of phase space to be proportional to the volume of that region 
(except for boundary corrections). Assumption (iv) means we assume that the 
two types of region do not classically communicate, and they can be treated as 
separate quantum mechanically. A n argument against this is that they are not 
easily decomposed f rom each other, aiad the detail of their entanglement may be 
significant when i t is no longer semiclassical. That is quantum tunnelling may 
be important. I tem ( iv) is the same as assuming that the Hamiltonian matrix is 
block diagonal, wi th no coupling terms between each block (which represents a 
disconnected region). Wi th in a block there may be strong couphng, due to the 
ergodicity of chaotic motion, or no coupling, due to the non-mixing nature of 
regular motion. 
From these assumptions Berry and Robnik show that the probability density 
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funct ion is. 
p (5) - ^ d52 
M . r- \ 
i=2 ^ ^ 
(4.32) 
where [L\ is the sum of all the Liouville measures for the regular regions, and 
and / / j , i = 2 , . . . , M is the Liouville measure for each chaotic region. So P(0) 
is 1 — lA- I f there are many chaotic regions of equal weight, say /2 = 
(1 - / i i ) / ( M - 1) then P(0) ^ 1 as M ^ oo, showing that there can be level 
clustering, even i f there is strong chaotic motion. Even i f there is only one large 
chaotic region, wi th say ^2 = | , •P(O) is | . Thus to expect detectable level 
repulsion, w i th few energy levels, we need to look at the most chaotic energies 
of our rotating circle. 
Before doing so, we should mention that this simple model has been chal-
lenged by Bohigas, Tomsovic and Ullmo [67] . They realised that important 
contributions are present when the diffusion of a trajectory in a chaotic region 
is hindered by partial barriers of the motion due to cantori and their associated 
invariant stable and unstable manifolds. These partial barriers reduce the clas-
sical flux transfer between parts of the chaotic region. This introduces long time 
scales for the trajectory to visit both sides of the barrier. Quantum mechanically, 
this time scale may be longer than the break time beyond which quantum chaos 
is suppressed by the graininess of phase space. Thus the partial barrier may 
be a true barrier quantum mechanically, so that the two chaotic regions should 
be regarded as disconnected. 
From figure (4.2.1) i t can be seen that for small a there are few levels that 
are in the chaotic eiiergy range, and so i t is not possible to display level statistics 
for such a small number of levels. As we have seen earlier, i f we take the first 
fifty levels for low a (4.0 < a < 5.4) we see what seems to be level repulsion. 
But f rom figure (4.2.1) i t can be seen that this is due to the non-random hash 
pattern of the level, giving a statistically small number of crossings at some a's. 
We would expect better results wi th many more levels. 
We would like to choose energy levels f rom the most chaotic region; however, 
at low a there would not be enough levels. Hence we use the first fifty energy 
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levels. These are mostly in the integrable region for small a, and mostly in the 
chaotic region for large a. The Berry-Robnik model does not apply for small a, 
because: 
{i). i t is not semiclassical in this region, since h — l f a i s large. 
{ii). i t is not for a particular energy surface—the energy range is too large— 
and so subsequences are not superposed randomly (there may be a Poisson 
sequence adjacent to a GOE sequence). 
However, we wi l l s t i l l use the model, because i t shows the transition from 
Poisson to GOE, and we expect i t to be a good model for large a. Also, for 
simplification we suppose that there is only one large chaotic region of chaotic 
volume /X, and that the rest of phase space is regular of measure v,so ^-\-v = \. 
The Berry-Robnik formula then gives 
I{S-ii) = 1 - /xexp( - / /5 )exp { - \ T T { n S f ) - j /a ;erfc( |v^/x5) , (4.33) 
where 7(5; y.) is the integral distr ibution. 
For each distr ibution at each a and each of the three energy ranges, we find 
fjL by numerically fitting 7(5; y) to the data. The resulting fitting parameter y is 
plotted against ot for the three energy ranges in figure (4.4.1). Clearly, there is 
a sharp change in statistics at a «i 6 for the lowest fifty levels, and similarly for 
a ~ 3.5 which reflect the non-randomness of the levels described earlier (they 
correspond to the vertical bands of high clustering in figure (4.2.1)). There are 
similar changes for the higher level sequences. The lower eigenvalues fit an almost 
pure GOE distribution for a > 9.6. This agrees well w i th the classical prediction 
f rom figure (4.2.1). Only the first sixty eigenvalues are accurate enough at a = 
12, so we cannot consider the levels higher than this. Above a = 11.4 there 
is some tail ing off of fi, which may be due to the small regular regions stil l 
remaining on the borders of the energy range, particularly —2<E< - 1 , which 
is becoming large enough to affect some of the lowest levels. 






Figure 4.4.1. The fitting parameter fi of the cumulative mixed distribution (4.33) 
versus a. 
4.5 The Asymptotic Level Density for Rotating Billiards 
We derive, using Balian and Bloch's method reviewed in section (2.9), the 
asymptotic mean level density for rotating billiards. The following calculation 
generalises rotat ing billiards to billiards i n the presence of a uniform magnetic 
field and a scalar potential. Firstly, we need the Green function for the un-
bounded case of a free particle in such fields: 
(E - Ho)Goiq - q') = 6{q - q'), (4.34) 
where 
H, = -L(^_inV-A{q)f + V{q), 
Zm 
(4.35) 
wi th A , V defined by equations (4.9) and (4.10) (here we drop the bold notation 
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for convenience). The Fourier transform of Go{q) defined by 





1 r ,ivA,-<i) 
— e 
iA.{q-g')/h -im q-q 
(4.37) 
(4.38) 










where Ua is the normal at a point a on the boundary dB of the classically 
accessible bil l iard B, and 
F(a, /3) = jd\Go{a-q)Go{q-P). (4.40) 
Greek letters are used to denoted points on the boundary. Balian and Bloch also 
include a convergence factor, which we have left out of the formula for clarity, 
but i t should be taken into account. 
To calculate dF/dUa, we use a one-dimensional Fourier transform on the 
boundary defined by 
i-u(7-7') (4.41) 
where z, 7 - 7' are the local normal and tangential co-ordinates respectively, 
such that q = (2,7), q' = (2,7') wi th 2 = 0 on the boundary. From the 
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previous Fourier transform (equation (4.37)) wri t ten in the variable w = (u, v) — 





^ | ^ G o ( ^ ) 6 • ' " ^ (4.43) 
Hence 
2m /"^ due'^^^-r-^'y^' 
Go( . ) ^ Go(. , 0) = ^ (^2 + ^2) 
2me^^^(T~^'^/'*-
(4.44) 
where a"^ = - J T { E - V), and A^ is the component of A parallel to 7 - 7'. 
h 
I t can be shown that 
dF dF 




/ ^ 7 / | ^ G o ( . ) G o ( . V ( - ' ) 
H ?i / y 27r 4 a ( ^ ) f I V ^ / J 
(4.46) 
This gives 
dF 1 im2 




The first term of PQ{E) is easily shown, f rom the pole in the Hankel function, to 






The second term of PQ{E) is 
(4.49) 
I m ^ f , -im" m 
2 / da—-. = ^ 




So the result is 
Po{E) ^ — J d \ Q { E - V ) - — J 4r-v (4-51) 
Integrating this give the number of modes 
, k(a) 
da + const. 
J 47r 
(4.52) 
When A: is a constant this reduces to the result for stationary billiards, Afo{E) ~ 
— 4n' where A, C are the area and perimeter of the billiard. 
We shall now calculate A/o(£') for the rotating circle. Here we consider the 
Hamiltonian wi th m = 1, a; = 1 giving k"^ — E -\- . The first integral is over 
the classically allowed region, i.e. for > —E. For —2 < jE < 0, this is a 
region between two circles, as shown in figure (4.5.1). The second integral is 
over the boundary of the biUiard, which is touching the shaded region. 
Figure 4.5.1. The classically allowed region of the rotat ing circular bi l l iard. 
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The integrals are easily evaluated using polar co-ordinates at the point of 
rotation, giving 
r 1 
^foiE) = { 1 
47r^ 
•E^el('^ el) for E>0; 
1(3(2 + cos 4^) - I sin 4^9] - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
X [ml^E.im^'') - {ml - m ^ ) i ^ e l ( m ; / ) ] for ^ < 0, 
(4.53) 
where /('ei(mei), E(,\{mQ\) are the first and second complete elliptic integral [54 
and 
(3 = cos-^ {^/-E/2^ , 





Figure 4.5.2 The spectral staircase A/o(J5) for the rotating circular bilhard at 
a = 6. The curve shows the theoretical asymptotic mean number 
of modes. 
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The result for Afo{E) cannot be compared directly wi th the numerically 
determined spectrum. The reason for this is that not all the levels were calculated 
but only those wi th positive angular momentum m . These levels are slightly 
inaccurate due to a coupling between the m = 0 states and the m = ± 1 states, 
but this is unlikely to be significant. The positive and negative m states do not 
contribute equally to A/'o(£^) due to the asymmetry introduced by rotation, hence 
we cannot simply halve A/o(£') to compare wi th the positive m results. Instead 
I diagonalised a 380 by 360 matr ix wi th elements of positive and negative m at 
some values of a, and compared the eigenvalues of this wi th A/o(£^)- The result 
for a = 6 is shown in figure (4.5,2). This shows excellent agreement wi th the 
theoretical curve, and gives credibili ty to the accuracy and completeness of the 
spectrum, at least above the scale of the mean level spacing. 
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5. Discussion 
The classical rotat ing circular bil l iard is seen to have the usual structures of 
K A M tor i , mixed w i t h chaotic motion. I t is seen to approach integrabihty when 
the energy E is very high or very low, and to be almost completely ergodic and 
mixing for some intermediate energies. 
A study of the periodic cycles has revealed the usual bifurcations, and period 
mul t ip lying as the system becomes more chaotic. We have found the main fixed 
point and its bifurcation into a two-cycle. We have seen that these periodic 
orbits are unstable in the most chaotic energy range, and that the bifurcation 
also lies in this range, and happens when the trajectory from the fixed point 
glances the boundary. 
This association between the glancing trajectory and chaotic motion has 
been seen to be due to a more general role of glancing trajectories: they cause 
discontinuities i n the Poincare map, and lead to stronger chaos than would be 
associated w i t h the usual folding and stretching of the Hamiltonian flow. The 
range of energies for which glancing trajectories occur has been found theoret-
ically, and is shown to correspond to the range for which the system is most 
chaotic. 
Approximate invariant curves have been found, which agree well for anti-
clockwise motion, but not so well for clockwise motion. The clockwise type fai l 
particularly badly for those energies where there are glancing trajectories, which 
occur only for clockwise motion. We note that a special type of periodic orbit— 
the set of sUding trajectories, w i th infinite bounces in a finite time—has an 
important influence on the behaviour of much of the motion. These sliding tra-
jectories become chaotic when there are glancing trajectories, again accounting 
for the ergodicity of the system at these energies. 
A more detailed analysis of the system, calculating Lyapunov exponents and 
chaotic volume has shown exactly when the system becomes most chaotic and 
when i t becomes most integrable. 
Studying the rotating circular bil l iard quantum mechanically, we have seen 
that where the classical mechanics is completely integrable, the spectrum of 
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energy levels shows considerable clustering and level crossing, and that where 
the classical mechanics is completely chaotic, the spectrum shows much rigidity 
and level repulsion. We have seen that these results appear to be good, in spite of 
the lack of a good test for the accuracy of the eigenvalues at the fluctuation scale, 
although they agree well w i t h the theoretical asymptotic mean level density. We 
have seen that as h is reduced, the size of matrix required to obtain the same 
number of accurate eigenvalues is increased dramatically. This may be related 
to questions of quantum algorithmic complexity to be discussed later. We find 
good agreement between the range of energies for chaotic motion implied by the 
study of energy levels, and the range implied by the study of the classical motion. 
Studying the levels statistically has shown the usual Poisson and Wigner results, 
but this more detailed analysis has not revealed more than has be learnt f rom 
simply seeing the levels graphically against h. There are two reasons. Firstly, 
the statistics use only one value of ^ at a time, whereas the eye distinguishes 
the pattern over a range of h. Secondly, there are really too few levels for good 
statistics. 
I n conclusion, the classical rotating circular bill iard exemplifies a typical non-
integrable conservative bound system, and the energy spectrum of the quantum 
rotat ing circular bill iard show level crossing or level repulsion, corresponding 
well to the system being respectively classically integrable or classically chaotic. 
This is an example of quantum chaology [68] which though interesting does not 
tel l us that the quantum system is chaotic. To do this requires the study of the 
t ime behaviour of quantum wavepackets, which we have not considered in this 
thesis. 
We have by no means exhausted the work that can be done on rotating 
billiards. I t would be interesting, using symbol sequences and an appropriate 
par t i t ion, to code the periodic orbits and hence aid their complete enumeration. 
Then Gutzwiller's trace formula could be studied in greater detail, testing the 
lower energy levels found f rom this against those found by the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method. We have not studied wavefunctions. This is because eigenfunctions 
of the rotat ing circle, wri t ten in terms of the Bessel basis functions, are com-
puter intensive to plot. Heller [69] has given a method that wi l l find very high 
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frequency eigenfunctions directly, using a boundary method, without having to 
find all the lower ones. I t is much more efficient, because i t uses sine and cosine 
basis functions. I t can also be used to find eigenvalues. We mentioned earlier 
a better method for finding eigenvalues using the h operator. This is a useful 
method because one finds all the levels along a line of constant classical energy 
in the Eh-plane [e.g. along one of the dashed lines in figure (3.2.1)), and so the 
levels correspond to one particular Poincare map rather than a whole range of 
maps. Suppose the h operator finds the eigenvalues of l/h"^, then rearranging 
Schrodinger's equation for a stationary bil l iard gives 
- V V . = ^-^A (5.1) 
where we have made h the eigenvalue instead of E. So the k operator is defined 
by: 
~ ^ ( . 2 ) 
giving the eigenvalue equation 
The operator is simple because stationary billiards are scaling systems. But 
rotating billiards are not scafing, and i t is not so easy to find the correct h 
operator. Rearranging Schrodinger's equation for rotat ing billiards gives 
{-ihV - A)2 = 2 m ( ^ - V). (5.4) 
Here i t is not so clear what the operator should be, because the h cannot be 
isolated f rom the A without introducing some direction to —ihV — A which 
cannot be determined. I t would, however, be worth pursuing this. 
I t is conceivable that, because we have changed the line in the £^^-plane 
along which to find eigenvalues, for some energies the line may pass between 
-2 
a gap where two levels repel. The eigenvalues of l / / i would then be complex 
rather than real, which is plausible because the operator is not Hermitian. 
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I discussed this w i t h Michael Berry, and upon his suggestion used Feynman's 
theorem [70] : 
where E^-, i^k are the respective eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of H{a), and 
a = 1 / ^ . For stationary billiards, the eigenvalues of l/h are never complex, 
because 
is always negative, and we require dE^/da to be zero for the situation to occur. 
For rotat ing billiards I was unable to reach a conclusion, because 
dEk ' ^ E y w 
and I could not find out enough information about {ilJk\^dg\4>k) to tell whether 
this ever cancels 2EkloLUJ. 
I t would be interesting to study other rotating systems in more detail. Clas-
sically, rotat ing ellipses [60] and the rotating square [71] have been considered. 
Perhaps these could now be studied quantum mechanically. 
Many questions remain unanswered. We know that quantum mechanics 
suppresses chaos, but we have not been able to resolve whether the fu l l classical 
regime is revealed in the l im i t / I ^ 0. We have not addressed interpretational 
questions of quantum mechanics, or discussed methods which regard the mo-
t ion as a mixture between classical, semiclassical and fu l ly quantum mechanical 
regions, depending on the detail of the phase space structure in that region. 
There are possible avenues of research that may bring answers to these. 
Joseph Ford [72] believes that quantum mechanics is never algorithmically com-
plex, and hence i t can never relate to classical chaos, which is. He has shown 
that for two simple systems, one classically chaotic and the other not, both have 
zero complexity in their time evolution. He has shown that the energy spectrums 
also have zero complexity. What is not clear is whether the complexity magically 
materialises when K actually vanishes. This is a non-analytic l imi t (analogous to 
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l imits between geometric and wave optics, or between perfect fluids and viscous 
fluids), and such a result would not be surprising i f i t were true. I f i t is false, 
then the correspondence principle fails. 
A recent example, that I find particularly interesting by Shudo [73] is the 
algorithmic complexity of the eigenvalue sequence of the following tridiagonal 
matr ix: 
Ha = l{am^ + n^) (5.8) 
( C\ i even, 
i ^ » + U = / ^ M + l = ^ . (5.9) 
L 02 I odd , 
where C\, C2 are constants less than one. This is not a real system, but has the 
eigenvalues of a rectangle for C\ = 0, C2 = 0. The matrix shows a Wigner-type 
distr ibution for the level spacing, for C i = 0.4, C2 = 0.9. Using Gerschgorin's 
theorem and the Strum theorem, Shudo shows that the sequence of levels has 
zero complexity. 
This may appear to show that quantum mechanics is not algorithmically 
complex, but to analysis quantum mechanics fully, one needs to consider a 
wavefunction, not just eigenfunctions, and the wavefunction is a superposition 
of many eigenstates. For this one needs to consider the time dependence of 
Schrodinger's equation. Peres and Schulman [74] do exactly this. They ask the 
question, i f one has a wavepacket and wishes to simulate the classical motion 
accurately how large does the Hilbert space (that is the size of the truncated 
basis functions) need to be? They show that this size must increase exponen-
t ia l ly w i th the planned duration of the simulation, showing that although the 
eigenvalue sequence may have zero complexity, the total Hilbert space required 
for the correspondence principle does have complexity. 
The study of time dependence in quantum mechanics is important for other 
reasons. Increase in the disorder of systems, and thus the second law of thermo-
dynamics, is thought to be caused by chaotic motion and is said to give the arrow 
of time. I f there is no chaos in quantum mechanics, then how do we explain this 
arrow or indeed the second law? There is also the grave diff icul ty in unravelling 
the double l imi t U ^ t 00 required for quantum chaos. We have seen that 
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taking the ^ —> oo l imi t first, and then the ^ ^ 0 l imi t gives zero complexity. 
But reversing the order of the l imits wi l l give a different answer—they do not 
commute [75] . This is due to the non-analyticity of the double l imi t . Answers 
to these questions are not easy; recently Berry has increased the effectiveness 
of asymptotic expansions to release information f rom the divergent tails of the 
series, by a method known as resurgence invented by Ecalle [76] . Perhaps this 
w i l l lead to a complete understanding of quantum chaos. 
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APPENDIX A 
Here we evaluate the tangent map JF(6,IP) as defined in section (3.3). For 
simplicity, we write 
( 0 , * ) = F ( e , ^ ) . ( A l ) 
Then 
de de 
r_.de dtp (A2) 
dd dtp 
From the equation of motion (3.12), we have for the time T between {6 ,ip) and 
z{T) = 1 + e^ ® = (a + bT)e-'^, 








z{T) = 1 + e^ ® = [(1 + e'^){\ + iT) + ivTe^^^+'^^ 
i{T) = it;(r)e*(®-*' = J ( l + e'^ + 7;e'(^+^')e-^^ - z 
(A7) 
(A8) 
From equation (A7) we find that 
tan 0 = 
Imz(r) _ v{e,xp,T) 





= [UVe - VUe) + TeiUVr - VUT) (AlO) 
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Also 
^ = {UV^ - VU^) + T^{UVT - VUT). ( A l l ) 
t a n ( - + e - - = ^ ( ' ' ^ ' ^ ^ (A12) t a n ( 2 + U ^ i - G(0^^^7^)- ^ ^ 
This gives 
(9ft (9'!' 1 
— - = j ^ ; ^ { ( G F e - HGe) + TeiGHT - HGT)} . (A13) 
Using equations (AlO) and ( A l l ) we can find d^/dd, dQ/dO. Thus using equa-
tions (A7) and (A8) we can find U, V , G, and H in terms of 6, tp, and T. I t 
only remains to note that 
UUe + We . . . . . 
to see that we can find Jp in terms of 9, ip, and T. Thus we only need to 
calculate T numerically in order to calculate Jp. 
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